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Wallace's Legs
Paralyzed After
Attempt On Life_
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Stadium
Decision
Expected

Mrs. George Wallace Holds Governor Following Shooting

Seen&Heard Miss Russell
Given Award
Around
Murray
Letter from a reader wants to
know why a left turn lane could
not be installed at 12th. and
Sycamore Street. We've tried
for years to get the Highway
Department to put in this lane
with a light with a green arrow
to move this traffic out of the
way quickly. A survey was
made by the Highway Depart-.
ment and for some reason they
came up with the theory that it
is not justified. We only wish
that a Highway Department
official is caught sometimeS
going west on Sycamore and
wants to turn left into Twelfth.
This would change their minds
we think.
Cars back up nearly to Ninth
Street because traffic going
east on Sycamore prevents any
left turns at all and many times
we have seen only two cars get
to make a left turn. Those that
turn right and go straight ahead
have half a chance, but those
that desire to turn left have
hardly any opportunity at all.
Now we learn that you can put
the Amaryllis plant outside in a
flower bed. It will bloom just
fine with the flowers not quite as
large. Mulch it good in the
winter time however for
protection of the huge bulb
which is as big as your fist.
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These plants are well worth
the trouble because the bloom is
nothing less than spectacular.
Thanks to the County Road
Department - for cutting the
grass out our way. We were
(Continued on Page Ten)

The Weather
JACKSON PURCHASE
Fair and mild tonight, low in
mid 50s. Mostly sunny and
warm Wednesday, high in upper 70s and low 80s. Thursday
partly cloudy and warm.
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Kentucky State Forecast
Partly
cloudy
through
Wednesday with widely-scattered showers, mainly central
and east. Slight warming
through Wednesday. Highs today in the 70s. Lows tonight in
the 50s. Highs Wednesday from
the mid 70s to low 80s.
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Kentucky extended outlook
Thursday through Saturday.
Generally fair through Saturday with a slow warming trend.
Highs Thursday mostly in low
to mid 80s, inicreasing to the
upper 80s Saturday. Lows
Thursday night in mid 50s, increasing to low 60s Saturday:

Miss Gail Russell, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. W.P. Russell and
salutatorian of the 1972
graduating class at Murray
High School, has been awarded
a $600 renewable scholarship to
the University of Mississippi.
A limited number of Regional
Scholarships are available to
students who are nonresidents
of Mississippi and Miss Rug-sell
because of her high scholarship,
her score on the American
College Test and her activities
while a student at Murray High
School.
The Regional Scholarship
may be renewed each year if
the
meets
the student
qualifications. The Murray girl
will begin her university work
next fall.
Miss RusswIl is editor-in-chief
of the school newspaper, The
Balck and Gold and is president
of the Future Homemakers of
America at Murray High. Her
as
scholastic average
salutatorian is 97.43. -

MILWAUKEE, Wis. (AP) —
Arthur H. Bremer, the onetime
photography student charged
with shooting Democratic presidential candidate George C.
Wallace, is described as a quiet
but confident loner.
The picture drawn by relatives, friends and acquaintances of the man who is accused of gunning down Wallace
and three others at a Maryland
shopping center Monday is that
of a youth who kept his opinions to himself, developed few
friendships and was something
of a puzzle even to his family.
Bremer, 21, is being held in
lieu of 9200,000 bond in Maryland, under federal charges of
assaulting a candidate for public office and a federal officer
and under state charges of assault with intent to kill.
Although acquaintances, including classmates in his college photography class, said

—AP Wirephol0

they were not aware of political
interests or activity on the part
of the blond young man with
close-cropped hair, effects
found in his Milwaukee apartment Monday night indicated
otherwise.
Among the items in the WeS
Side apartment were a Confederate flag and newspaper
clippings about Wallace's campaign, some dating to 1968
when Wallace staged a thirdparty effort.
"He must have been for
George Wallace, because he
had a Wallace sticker across
Stephen
door," said
the
Wasche, 17, a neighbor in the
apartment house.
(Continued on Page Ten t

Two Charged In
reakin Attempt
Billy Barnett and Dolly
Barnett have been charged in
connectiOn With a breakin
Sunday at a dwelling 11,2 miles
south of New Providence, according to the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department.
Sheriff reports said that Dolly
Barnett and an unnamed
juvenile were seen inside the
home by two witnesses,
allegedly attempting to loot the
unocresidence which was
cupied at the time but still fully
furnished.
The two witnesses, unidentified by the Sheriff's Department, reportedly surprised the
women inside the home. The
two escaped through the back
door and made their way to a
car, driven by Barnett, which
was apparently waiting for
them, according to the Sheriff's
Department reports.
The two adults appeared in
County Court Monday and were
placed under $250 bond each.
The juvenile is scheduled to
appear at a later date.

gymnasium on Sunday, May 21,
at two p.m. with Bro. John Dale,
minister of the New Providence
Church of Christ, delivering the
sermon.
Bro. Thomas 0. Perkins,
director of development, MidCollege,
Continent Bible
Mayfield, will give the invocation, and the benediction.;
Special music will be by the
Girls' Chorus who will sing
"The Quality of Mercy" by
Ftoff, and the Mixed Chorus who
will sing-"god" Sci-PiVed The
World" by Stainer. Mrs. Josiah
Darnall is the choral director.
Miss Laurel Guy will play for
the processional and the
-•
:recessional.
At the commencement
exercises the Calloway COunty
High School Band, direered-bY
David Berry, will play "Killian
March" by Clifton Williams and
(Continued on Page Ten)

Duggan Art Exhibit,
Being Shown At Bank
Lee M. Duggan is the
featured artist in an art exhibit
at the Bank of Murray.
Duggan, originally from
Louisville,entered the Bachelor
of Fine Arts program at Murray
State University during the fall
semester of 1970, with an area in
drawing.
A spokesman for the bank
invited the public to view the
exhibit during banking hours
throughout the remainder of
this month.

Glenn Doran Elected
President Of Group

Vows To Continue
Presidential Race,
Even In Wheelchair

The Murray High Choral
present a
Department will
spring concert on. Thursday,
May 18, at seven p.m. in the
Murray High cafeteria.
The Girls' Chorus, Mixed
Chorus, and Girls' Madrigal
SILVER SPRING, Md. ( AP)
will perform under the direction
of Mrs. Joan Bowker. The — George C. wrallace, shot
public is cordially invited to down at an election eve campaign rally, today fought to reattend.
gain use of his paralyzed legs
but vowed to continue seeking
the presidency in a wheelchair
if necessary.
Doctors said Wallace is under
sedation because of pain !mid

Andrea Kemper of Murray is
one of six new recipients of twoyear fellowships at Murray
State University in the graduate
progratn for community college
teacher preparation.
Dr. Charles Tolley, director of
higher education and program
coordinator at Murray State,
said the fellowships, funded by
the U.S. Office of Education,
will begin in the fall and continue through the summer of
1974.
Fellowships include provision
for $2,400 for the first year and
$2,600 for the second year and
payment of student fees, plus an
additional $500 annually for
each eligible dependent.
Miss Kemper, who 'earned
the B.A. degree at Murray State
in December of 1971 with a
double major in English and
drama, will do her work in the
higher education program in
English. She is the daughter of
C. Wesley Kemper of Murray.

H. Glenn Doran, president (,f
the Peoples Bank, has been
elected president of Group I of
Bankers
Kentucky
the
Association, at its annual
banquet May 9, at the Jaycee
Civic Center in Paducah.
Doran has been a member of
the Association for 25 years and
has served in various offices.
Presently he is serving as the
Designed to prepare pervice-president of Group I and
sonnel for teaching in two-year
The Calloway Circuit Court, has previously held the office of colleges, the
fellowship
hearing the case of Charles secretary.
program was initiated in 1969
Installation of the new ofComThompson vs. the
with funds provided under the
ficers will be held at the annual
monwealth of Kentucky,
Professions
Education
awarded Thompson $19,000 in K.B.A. state convention in Development Act, Part E.
court action Monday, according French Lick, Indiana, in SepA grant of about $65,000 to
to circuit clerk James Blalock. tember.
State early this year
Murray
The suit, heard before Circuit
provides for five continuing
Lassiter,
Judge James M.
NAMES OMITTED
fellowships as well as the six
involved the condemnation of a
The names of three Murray
State-one of
piece of property located at 1608 High School graduating seniors new ones. Murray
80 colleges and universisites in
Hamilton.
were inadvtgently omitted
41 states to be approved for
Ryan. from the lisr published in
vs.
Macintosh
fellowship funds-has received
scheduled to be heard today, Monday's Ledger & Times. The about 4290,000 since the
has been settled out of court, three are: Greg Lawson, prograui began.
Debbie Lee and David Livers.
according to Blalock.

Thompson
Awarded
Calloway Graduation To $19,000
Be Held Friday, May 26
(
Commencement exercises for
the 156 members of the 1972
graduating class at Calloway
County High School will be held
on Friday, May 26, at eight p.m.
at Jeffrey gymnasium, according to )1oward Crittenden,
principal of the school.
The baccalaureate services
will be held at the Jeffrey

Kentucky Finance Commissioner Don Bradshaw is
expected to hand down a
decision today on the work
stoppage order for the Murray
State University football
stadic.m.
Bradshaw said he was
awaiting another report from
the architect on the job and that
he wished to consult with the
contractor, Clark Engineering
and Construction Company of
Owensboro.
Bradshaw spent most of
Monday in meetings on the
mattes with Murray State officials and others.
The finance commissioner
ordered work on the stadium
stopped May 8 because of what
he called the poor quality of
work done and repairs that
were already needed.
Work began on the stadium in
1969 and originally was to have
been finished last August.
Extensions ubecause of weather
and strikes have moved the
completion date to June 1 of this
year.

Choral Department
To Present Concert

George Wallace
his multiple wounds, including
a bullet that remains lodged
against his lower spine, but is
in no immediate danger of
death. They wouldn't predict
whether he'll walk again.
Today, President Nixon offered Wallace full facilities of
Walter Reed Medical Center.
"I can assure you Gov. Wallace is receiving the best medical care," Nixon said at the
White House.
Charged with the shooting is
Arthur Herman Bremer, 21, a
white man who reportedly had
followed the Wallace campaign

Minutemen
Committee To
'Get Tough'

for some time. He was held in
$200,000 bail today by a U.S.
magistrate. His family and acquaintances in his hometown of
Milwaukee said they could supply no motive for the shooting.
Wallace was hit several times
Monday by point-blank pistol
shots fired in the midst of a
crowd at a shopping center in
Laurel, Md. Three others also
were wounded, none critically.
Voters in Maryland and
Michigan balloted today in primaries that Wallace is favored
to win, thus marking a high
point in his campaign for the
Democratic presidential nomination.
Doctors said at 8 a.m. that
Wallace had come through the
night in good spirits despite his
pain. "He says it hurts, and
he's feeling fine," said Dr. Joseph Schanno.
Schanno listed Wallace's condition as critical. At noon a
Holy Cross Hospital spokesman
said his condition was unchanged.
Wallace is in the intensive
care ward. A spokesman said
well-wishers have sent 50 to 60
arrangements of flowers, and
that Mrs. Wallace has requested that people find some other
way to express their concern.
Doctors said Wallace, 52, was
hit by four or five bullets. Only
two lodged in his body.
One was removed from
around his right shoulder. Another puctured his abdomen
(Continued on Page Ten)

Woman's Club Will
Have General Meet
The Murray Woman's Club
will hold its last general
meeting of the 1971-72 club year
on Monday, May 22, at six p.m.
at the club house, according to
Mrs.
Bethel Richardsn,
president.
Reservations for the dinner
meeting are to be made by the
members with the various
department chairmen by
Friday, May 19. Departments of
the club are Alpha, Creative
Arts, 'Delta, Garden, Hon* •
Kappa, Music, Sigma, Theta,
and Zeta.
Mrs. Don Keller, past
and member of the
Advisory Council, will instill-the club officers ifor 1972-73.
Hostesses for the dinner will be
the Creative Arts and Sigma
Departments.

The Minutemen committee
met last night at the home of
Howard Brandon and adopted a
"get tough" policy. Brandon
reported that the committee
was displeased at the report he
brought back from the council
meeting last Thursday when he
was told that neither the City
Council or Planning Commission was contemplating
recalling the city controls on
subdivisions in the four mile
area outside tlir city.
Brandon saidIthat the corn
mittee discussed five points:
1. A boycott of city meichants
by county people.
2. To notify all bonding
companies, title guarantee
companies, lending institutions,
etc. that lend money on real
te and guarantee titles to
real estate and explain to them
that they may be holding
mortgages and may be
guaranteeing titles on property
that may not have a legal deed
and could be subject to recall or
nullified by the City Council or
Planning Commission.
3. Distribute hand bills explaining the situation to county
residents.
4. In legal terms to let anyone
• •
who purchases a portion
know
UniverState
Murray
of
OATH FOR REGENTS AT MURRAY—Dr. Harry M. Sparks, president
of other properties within the
sity. administers the oath Saturday to members of t!.e board of regents appointed recently by Gov.
radius of the city that
Wendell H. Ford. With hands raised are Dr. Charles Howard left of Mayfield and Alton B. Mitchell four mile
be advised that they
will
they
and
university
the
of
board
of Brownsville. Howard has finished one four-year term on the governing
is illegal.
was reappointed by the governor. Mitchell formerly served as a board member 1951-1940. Witnessing could have a deed that
more adtwo
publish
To
5.
board.
is
the
to
public
secretary
Mrs.
Dyer,
Patsy
notary
the swearing in as a
(Photo b Wilson Woolley) vertisements.

Home Department Plans
Luncheon Meet Thursday
The Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
have a potluck luncheon at the
club house on Thursday, May
18, at 1:15 p.m., according to
Mrs. A.C. LaFollette, department chairman.
Mrs. A. Carman will be in
charge of the program on
''Kentucky Arts and Crafts'
with Mrs. K.T. Crawford as the
program leader for the moilth
Hostesses for the luncheon
will be Mesdames Alfsed
Taylor,\ O.C. Wells, Burnett
Warterf Id, G.B. Scott, and
Bryan T hey.,
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Dear Mr. Williams:
I would like to thank you very
much for the opportunity you
gave ow- class to learn more
about journalism. By visiting
the Ledger and Times, we have
got a better idea of how papers
are printed.

,
W. P. Williams, President (1941-1963)
James C. Williams, Editor and Publisher
Gene McCutcheon, News Editor and Production Manager
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
Or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best in•
terest of our readers.
National Representatives: Wallace Witmer'Co., 1509 Madison Ave.,
Memphis, Tn., Timed. Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.; Stephenson Bldg.,
Detroit, Midi
Subscription Rates: By carrier in Murray: $.35 per week, 51.52 per
month, $18.20 per year. By mail in Calloway and adjoining counties,
$7.50 per year, other destinations within 150 miles of Murray, 415.00
per year, more than 150 miles from Murray, $18.00 per year. All mail
subscriptions plus 5 percent state tax.
Entered da.1 y at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission
as Second (ass Matter

Return To True Values

Voting Machine of the Future?

Yalta betrayal stalks
pending summit meeting
Editor's Nate: This ki the
first of a series examining
President Richard Nixon's upcoming trip to Moscow, where
be will meet with Soviet leadera.

By RAY McHUGH
• Chid, Washington Bureau
Copley News Service

The names of Franklin D.
Winston
Roosevelt
and
Churchill still appear on Yalta
streets.
They parade past the quay
where Black Sea cruise ships
from Odessa dock, past flower
stalls where men in black suits
buy bright red tulips and jab
them into their lapels, past the
sanatoriums that 'edge down
the mountainsides toward the
black stone beaches littered
with wooden pallets, past the
Lenin statue, the postcard
stands, the Intourist Hotel Oriana.
But there is no Joseph Stalin
Boulevard.
That disappeared long ago
whekthe Kremlin rewrote history. -'
President Nixon enjoys no
such convenience as he. prepares for his late May summit
journey to the Soviet Union,
Iran and Poland.
He may not travel within
1,000 miles of brilliant, flowerLEDGE& & TUNES FILE
studded Yalta, the sunny 'gem
liiiriirry
Mrs. John B. Afiriins, 1639 Miller Avenue, age 42, of the Crimea," butrel
postwar American
t he
died yesterday at the Murray Hospital. cannot escape the invisible
i Eddie N. Wells of Murray is one of eight physics shadows that lurk in the walled
students at Murray State College who have won courtyard of Lavinia, the old
: scholarships fopgraduate work next year. Wells will czarist palace -where tuber' have a $4,000 award with additional funds available culars now rest around tables
a generation of history
for summer research with the Center for Radio where
was decided.
Physics and SpaceItesearch at Cornell University.
It was February of 1945 when
New officers 'of the Murray Woman's Club are President Roosevelt visited
Mesdames C.C Loy,Sack ICermedy,-James Rudy-- Yalta with Churchill and Stalin
made agreements that alAllbritten, Rob Huie, A.W. Russell, and John and
tered the face of two contiNanney.
nents.
Adolf Hitler still had nine
Stewart author will be at the'Raven Book
weeks
to live,- Roosevelt eight.
Shop on ay
licitatig his The atomic
bomb over Hirolatest book, one of poetry, "Hold April".
shima was still six monthsdistant. Bid the "grand alliance"
against Nazi Germany was beginning to unravel and the West
was getting its first glimpse of
LEDO= & TIMES FILE
Moscow's design for world
c; Deaths-reported are Mrs. Lottie Madrui,age 83, of domination.
Hazel Route Three on May 14 and Mrs. Connie Key, - For millions of Americans
' Yalta is synonymous with beage 82, of Milrray on May 15._
duplicity. The
Cpl. Lenith A. Rogers is returning to the United trayalandSoviet
memory of Stalin's brutal disStates under the Army's rotation program after regard of its agreements became a key factor in the cold
serving with the 7th Infantry Division in Korea.
Approximately forty dealers and accountants war. From the conference
seeds that grew into Sovifrom Ford agencies in this area completed a two day came
et domination of the buffer
meeting at Kenlake Hotel on May 14. Bill Solomon of states of Eastern Europe, the
division of Germany, the ComMurray Motors attended the meeting.
Jerry Williams of Murray presented this senior munist conquest of China.
Nixon flight to Moscow
vocal recital in the Recital Hall of the Fine Arts onThe
May 22 will mark the first
Building at Murray State-College.
time since 1945 that an American president has set foot in
the USSR, the first time any
president has visited Moscow
and gone behind the great walls
Jesus said unto the centurion, Go thy *ay; and as of the Kremlin.
thou bast believed, so be it -done UntiOhee.— . U was Lyndon Johnson's
drawn to make the journey in
Matthew 8:12. .
the closing days of his presWhat magic and power have these words, "I idency, but the dream
Believe In You.' Words like thesehave caused men bled in A st of 1968 'when
Ruisian
ks rolled into
and women tot overcome.
\
,

Ten Years Ago Today

20 Years Ago Today

Bible Thoughtfor Today

7

Czechoslovakia. Associates of
the late President John F. Kennedy say he hoped for a 1964
mission to Moscow. Gen.
Dwight D. Eisenhower was
scheduled to go to Moscow
after the 1960 Big Four meeting
in Paris. The U-2 spy plane incident intervened.
This will not be Mr.,Nixon's
first view of the Soviet capital.
As vice president in 1958 he
dedicated the U.S. exhibit at a
Moscow trade fair and engaged
in his famous "kitchen debate"
with the late Premier Nikita
Ithrushchev. In 1987, he traveled to the USSR as a New York
attorney on private business.
Russia's leaders coldly refused
to meet with him.
Now they have issued a predent-shatterhig-'Despite the fact that the trip
will obviously increase Mr.
Nixon's stature in a presidential election that the Kremlin
prefers he lose, Communist
Secretary Leonid
Party
Brezhnev'and Premier Alexei
Kosygin have apparently decided that new understandings
between the world's superpowers are urgent.
Not even the thunder of
American bombs falling on
North Vietnam, Soviet support
for Hanoi's naked invasion of
South Vietnam, the continuing
arms buildup in the Middle
East, nor the threat of political
upheaval in West Germany has
deterred the summit-makers
on both sides.
In Moscow as in Washington,
there appears to be a genuine
urge for one last bid at understanding before the world power structure of the last generation undergoes dramatic
change. Economic challenges
to both the United States and
the USSR are already ,evident
in Western Europe and Japan.
A military challenge is developing in China,could develop in
Jew and Western Europe.
For Mr. l'ibton' art "under.
standing" with the Kremlin is
essential if his Nixon Doctrine
is to succeed. Moscow must be
convinced of the credibility of
American power. The IndoPekistani war and the invasion
of South Vietnam are evidence
that this credibility is in doubt.
Mr. Nixon had to restore it with
huge bombing attacks that
have rekindled serious political
problems at home.
He cannot continue with his
plans to diminish the American
presence around the world and
foster self-reliance in allies if
Moscow is to interpret each
withdrawal as an invitation for
new advances.
But Soviet leaders are in an
equally anxious position. Their
policy of detente in Western
Europe, designed to neutralize
or undermine the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, faces
a severe challenge in West Germany. Their relations with
Communist China continue to
deteriorate and Mr. Nixon's
trip to Peking has raised the
specter of.possiiiik Sino-American cooperation., World attention will problly

ik—
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ABOVE

Dear Editor:
The first period English IV
class of Calloway County High
School wishes to express their
appreciation to you for giving
your personal time and the use
of your newspaper office.
Everyone enjoyed seeing how a
newspaper was formed and the
various steps involved. I particularly was impressed by the
fact that you photograph and
then make a negative of every
page. The well-planned tour and
your informative explanations
made the trip very successful.
Cordially,
Freddie Higgins
Engish IV student

focus__01Lartiotud summit
advances toward -iifratiegtc-arms limitation. West European commentators already
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (AP) —
Indicate success or failure will Have you run into a gang of elk
Vietnam
or
be judged not by
or a dray of squirrels lately?
Middle East agreements, but
If so, you probably thought of
by concrete steps to halt or curthem as just a bunch of crittail the nuclear arms race.
ters.
Actual reductions in weepNot so, says Dr. William A.'
cns, U.S. authorities indicate, Burns, executive director of the
are not likely.
San Diego Museum of Natural
The American and Soviet ne- History. During much of his cagotiators who have met alter- reer he has compiled a lexicon
nately at Vienna and Helsinki of terms describing, from a litare expected to reach some erary standpoint, groups of
kind of agreement on future de- birds and beasts.
ployment of offensive and deFor example, it's a crash of
fensive missile systems, but rhinoceroses.
any U.S, president is not likely
A sounder of wild swine.
to cut back his own nuclear reIf you don't want a murrnurataliatory force without on-site tion of starlings or an unkindinspections that verify parallel ness of ravens in the yard,
action by the Soviets.
'Burns suggests setting a cow-_
Satellite reconnaissance has der of cats after them.
helped Washington keep pace
How about an earth of foxes?
with many Soviet missile proj- An exaltation of larks? A pitects, but this technique is still ying of turtle doves? An ostenconsidered an inadequate tation of peacocks? An army of
guarantee.
herrings?
"Many people come into a
Some kind of Strategic Arms
Limitation Talks (SALT) museum asking 'What do you
agreement, however, is consid- call a lot of herons or mallards
ered important, perhaps in the or such?' and I remembered a
still-developing defense or anti- faded list I made out 25 years
ballistic missile (ABM) area. ago and thought people might
Mr. Nixon must weigh a dra- be interested," said Burns,
matic expansion of U.S. nude- once assistant director of the
_Fr capability. The Soviets have American Museum of Natural
moved ahead ip the interconti- History in New York City.
nental ballistic missile (ICBM)
After heading several U.S.
race sind are reported ready to
begin testing a giant new mis- mitseums over a 33-year casile that dwarfs even the 25- reer, Burns saii---evirrame
up with a name for his own
megaton SS-9.
kind:
Another major topic prom"How about a frustration of
ises to be increased U.S-Soviet
trade. The Nixon administra- museum directors?"
tion, fighting balance of payment and trade deficits, has encouraged American business-men to investigate the Soviet
market. Agriculture Secretary.
Earl Butz came home from
OSAKA, Japan ( AP) — POMoscow recently predicting
malts- sales of grains and other lice accused a workman today
farm products to Russia. A lim- of dropping-a lighted_ dgarette
ited credit arrangement giving near a synthetic textiles display •
the Soviets access to hitherto and touching .off the fire that
restricted technological ;ind- killed 117 persons in a seventhucts may already have been floor cabaret Saturday night.
negotiated. A new cultural exPolice said Keiji Kawashima,
change agreement is certain. 36, was doing electrical wiring
Rules have been laid down for four floors below in the departthe use of American and Soviet ment store in which the club
merchant ships involved in
was located when the fire broke
trade between the two counout on the same floor.
tries.
Kawashima was accused of
Dramatic
announcements
are not likely on troubled areas extreme professional neglilike the Middle East,Indochina' gence resulting in deaths and
or the Indian Ocean. Mr. Nixon injuries. He escaped injury
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WEATHER OUTLOOK FOR A MONTH—This is the outlook for
precipitation and temperature for the next month in the United
States, according to the National Weather Service.
( AP Wirephoto Map)
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Dear Editor:
The members of the third
hour English IV class have
instructed me to express our
appreciation to you for taking
us on a personally conducted
guided tour through the Ledger
and Times offices. We enjoyed
the tour very much and found it
to be educational and interesting. -Thank yen-frenvall of us.
Sincerely yours,
Susan McCann
Member, Third Hour Class
English IV
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OUTLOOK
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Thank you again.
Sincerely yours,
Judy Prescott

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper

The shooting of Governor George Wallace
__yestercityposes a difficult question to the American
•
people.
How can a candidate for a national office carry ott
his campaign without endangering himself? Will he
have to make his contacts through the media of
newspapers, radio and television only, and not meet
anyone personally?
If this becomes true,then how unfair this would be
to the voter who should have the opportunity,
wherever possible, of seeing the candidate in
person. And how unfair this would be to the candidate himself who projects much more forcefully
in person than through some media.
Of -course we deplore the shooting of any person,
but in this day and time withIts manYithhiaciringes
and odd-ball cults, we regret to say that it will
Continue. In the last several years it has become a
fad to heckle a political speaker with whom one
might disagree. Ofcourse this is merely ill breeding
and nothing else. One might try to white wash this
_
saying after all, it's just-politics.
action
We say it's not just polities-to-heckle:AA is ill
breeding and the transgression of the right of free
speech. Governor Wallace was heckled by some
young people and hippie type characters yesterday
morning as he atteniLted to speak. In our opinion
this was unforgivable. Ifthëy did not desire to hear
him, they merely had to leave.
To return to our opening statement concerning the
danger to national office seekers, some solution
must be found other than isolating the candidate. A
change in our national thinking is in order. A reevaluation of our true ideals and values is vitally
needed.
We believe the Federal government can lead the
way in this return to tame values by rewarding the
thrifty and penalizing the tmthrifty. We think that
the average American who works each day, pays his
taxes,and rears his children to the best of his ability
Aboukl be rewarded in some mymer, while Abe.
'deadbeat, the grafter, the welfare rider and the
people who take advantage of every free handout the
' government offers should be penalized.
When it becomes generally accepted that a person
must work for his living and that he and he alone is
responsible for getting his groceries, we think that
t we will be well on the road to the return to real
hraluei and the things that Americans stand for.
When this feeling permeates America once again,
the hippie and yippie cults will dwindle and the
rights of every American will once again come to the
acre. The thinking that one can stop a movement by
[killing its leader will not be so attractive to the ne'r4'do-well and he may resort to the ballot box rather
'than the bullet.
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Tryouts For 1-Ball
To Be Held Thursday

'Blink Your Eyes Three Times,
And He'd Have Done 200 M.P.H.'
INDIANAPOLIS( AP)- The
railbirds brought out their
sliderules at Indianlpolis Monday and took a second look at
Bobby Unser's breathtaking
196.678 qualifying lap.
Among other things, they figured:
-Had
the
Albuquerque,
N.M., driver gone 219.13 feet
further in his elapsed time of
45.76 seconds, he'd have reduced his time to 45 seconds

All boys interested in playing
T Ball this summer may sign up
at the City Park Thursday or
flat and his lap speed would he needed to do 200. Or simply Friday. Boys who will be seven
have been 200 miles per hour.
blink your eyelashes three years old before August 1, and
have not reached the age of
-Putting it another way, times."
293.3 feet per second is 200
Unser, driving one of Dan eight before the same date, are
m.p.h. at the 2,2-mile In- Gurney's Olsonite Eagles, eligible to play.
dianapolis Motor Speedway ripped off four laps at an asCoaches and sponsors are
oval. Unser covered 289 feet tounding 195.940 m.p.h. to take needed for this program
and
each second he was under the a strangle-hold on the pole posi- also for girl's softball teams.
clock.
tion for the May 27 Indianapolis Any person wishing to coach or
-Or, as one of the seasoned 500-mile race.
sponsor a team may do so by
observers put it, "Say the
contacting park director Barry
sideanother
It
was,
as
still
words '1,000-to-1' real quick and
Polston. Mr. Polston may be
you've already used the time liner put it, "The greatest com- reached at the Murray City
bination of driver, machine and
Park by phoning 753-7640.
sheer courage in the history of

Western Is Favored At
01/C Track Championship

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Who will be in second place?
That's the question that nobody
seems to know in regard to the
team standings of the OVC
Championship Meet in Johnson
City, Tennessee. Western
Kentucky University is given
the nod for first place while
Murray, Middle Tennessee and
East Tennessee are all rated
even as far as the second spot is
auto racing."
concerned.
If the top times and distances
11111- was
wh'llestill
• theago over aiefl!'49--'-flans
crowd
7-turned in this season -for all the
record-shattering performance
events during the outdoor
Sunday that lifted the one-and
competition are checked and
four-lap marks more than 17
the individuals are placed in
m.p.h. over anything ever
order of their standings, then
recorded at the ancient brickWestern will come up with
INDIANAPOLIS (API - Mark Donohue, Ronnie Buckyard, work went on for the othsomewhere in the neighborhood
Wanda McBride Knepper didn't num and Arnie. Arnie has er drivers-particularly Mark
of 75 points. Murray, East
know a torque wrench from a made some modifications on Donohue and Peter Revson.
Tennessee and Middle Tenscrewdriver until she was 18 the back end.
WINSTON-SALEM, N.C. :lessee all hover around 45.
These two hotshots are the
"It had a Chevrolet engine
years old.
i API - Labeling their move Eastern, Morehead, Tennessee
still
who
contenders
top
only
qualified
in
and
Arnie
year
last
authentic
the
first
Now she is
Tech and Austin Peay appear to
have a shot at Unser's pole po- "an attempt to break the veil
woman race car mechanic per- three of the six USAC chambe outclassed.
of
obscurity,"
the
Professional
this
trials
sition in final time
mitted to work in the In- pionships races where we took
The odds-on favorite in the
Putters Association announced
best
the
then,
Even
weekend.
it.
gaSpeedway
dianapolis Motor
100, according to best times
plans
Monday
for
a
$200,000
snatch
to
is
hope
for
may
they
putting
in
"This year we're
rages.
the other two front row spots world putt-putt tournament recorded so far this year, ap-I was in high school at Ar- an Offenhauser engine," the atbeing held for the time being which will have its champion- pears to be Bill Hollaway of
mechanic-mother
said,
tractive
Missouri,"
recalled,
she
nold,
Gary Bettenhausen and ship rounds Aug. 14-16 in Win- East Tennessee. Hollaway has
by
getting
trouble
we've
had
-when some friends asked me "and
recorded a 9.3. Charles Wilson
ston-Salem.
Mario Andretti.
if I wanted to meet a midget parts. The best we can hope for
The winner will receive of Middre is next with a 9.5 while
driver who had just got back is qualifying on the last weekBettenhausen qualified his $15,000.
two men are tied at 9.6.
end."
from Korea.
McLaren at 188.877 m.p.h. SunMurray's best mark is that of
"This
is
attempt
a
blatant
to
Apart from the new engine,
"I expected to meet a midget
day for the second-best time of
Randy Smith, a 9.7 which ranks
man. I didn't know there was the rebuilt Eagle has wings de- the day. Andretti put one of popularize our sport, to break seventh in the field
of best times
the veil of obscurity, to create
vised by NASA engineer Mersuch a thing-as auto racing."
Parnelli Jones' radical new superstars," admitted Don in the OVC this season.
Sp she met Arnie Knepper of vin Shanafelt, a native of Belle- cars in the lineup at 187.617.
Cuthbert Jacobs of Murray
Clayton, founder of putt-putt
Belleville, Ill., who had grown ville whose father used to race
Donohue worked his Roger golf and chairman of the board has the best time of the field for
father.
Knepper's
.up in racing with his father, with
Penske McLaren up to 190.114 of the PPA.
the 220 yard dash. Jacobs has
The Kneppers have three
Roy. She found his stature and
Monday. Revson also hovered
"We're the No. 1 recreation turned in a 21.1 for his best
'occupation satisfactory and children, Peggy, 15, Art, 13, and near the 190 mark in a Team
sport in America, even ahead effort of the year and the best
Tina, 8, who stay with friends McLaren
married him two years later.
car, though he al- of bowling,
but a lot of people mark iii the conference. Bob
-I've worked on race cars for when their parents to racing. ready has done over 191 in
Knox of East Tennessee has a
don't
know
our
champions be17 years," Mrs. Knepper said.
enjoy'it;
"I
I really do,"- the practice.
21.2 to his credit while two other
,,cause
we
have
not
had
the dol"Arnie started me off like he attractive, brown-haired Mrs.
Twelve drivers made the 33- lar
bills that go by a cham- men have recorded 21.3.
would anybody else-washing Knepper said. "House work? car lineup Sunday, averaging
Murray's next man is Randy
a pion's name."
engine parts in kerosene. Then No way."
sizzling 183.980 mph. for the 48
Smith with his 21.7.
Clayton
said
a
total of 63
I graduated to ordering parts
At the big Indianapolis track, miles they covered.
Coach Bill Cornell's Racers
qualifying tournaments, each
and checking the shipments, Mrs. Knepper says her main
with a purse of $1.000, will be appear to have a fine chance in
then to tearing down engines, jobs are "parts running and
the 440 with Fred Sowerby.
John O'Donnell of Yonkers, held across
the country.
and then to helping put them holding things.
N. Y., and cousins Bernard CarSowerby has recorded a 47.2 for
back together.
"I can't do jobs that take a lesimo of Newark, N. J., and
Penn State has won the East- the best time of the year in the
"I did most of the body work lot of muscle. I have no in- Gregory Carlesimo of Upper
OVC. His toughest competition
on the car Arnie hopes to drive tention of working in the pits on Montclair, N. J., will serve as ern Intercollegiate Golf AssociaUon title five times in coach should come from Eastern's
in the 500-mile race. It's a 1968 race day. That's another place Foniham's 1972 football cap- Joe Boyle's 15 seasons at
the Keith Bertrand who has turned
tains.
Flagle that has been driven by for muscle."
school.
in a 47.4.
Unless there is a surprise,
4.1.46.4
Murray will not pick up any
points in the 880. Mervyn Lewis
of Eastern has to his credit a
fine 1:51.6 while Murray's Pat
Francis is 3.1 seconds slower,
in comparing the best times of
the two. Jack Lanier of Tennessee Tech should provide a
strong challenge for Lewis.
-Lanier has been timed in 1:52.3
for his best effort.
One of the more interesting
track events will be the mile
run. In this event almost anyone
of the entrants could win. The
best time this season for the
mile belongs to Nick Rose of
Western Kentucky. Rose has
been clocked at 4:05.5. His
nearest competitor is teammates Hector Ortiz who has a
4:07. Murray has a fine chance
of copping a first in the event
with All-Arnericsari Jim Krejci.
Krejci has recorded a 4:07.4.
Morehead's Dan Price has a
4:08.7 for his best effort in the
mile. Six other men have
finished in 4:14 or less.
Just as interesting as the mile
run is the three mile run Only

DriversIlife Is First
Female Mechanic At Indy

sg

three seconds separates East
Tennessee's Neil Cusack and
Murray's Jim Kre)ci. Cusack
has logged a fine 13:37.2 for the
OVC's best three mile mark this
season. Western's Nick Rose is
only one second behind Krejci.
Ed Leddy of East Tennessee
has a 13:48.5 to his credit this
season while Murray's Greg
Fullarton has a 13:55. Hector
Ortiz, Western's great distance
man, has chalked up 13:56.
If Murray's Krejci can come
through with strong perforrnenees-in tooth the mile and
the three mile then the Racers
have a very good chance. A lot
will also depend on the performance of. the Murray relay
teams. The Racers have the
best time in the 440 and are
second in the mile relay.
Murray has recorded a 41.1
for the 440 while Western has a
41.2. In the mile relay, Middle
owns the best mark of the
season with a 3:12.0 while the
Racers are right behind with
3:ILI. Eastern is third with its
mark of .3:14.0.
Pat Verry will lead the
Murray hopes in the high and
intermediate hurdles. Verry is
now the Racer record holder in
the intermediate hurdles with
his 53.0. The time is the second
best in the conference this
season. Myles Maillie of Middle
has the best mark in the intermediates with his 52.5.
Verry ranks seventh in the
conference this season in the
high hurdles with his 14.6. Clyde
Fields of East Tennessee owns
the best time with a 13.9. Three
different men are tied at 14.4
while two others hold a 14.6
along with Verry.
Murray should pick up
several points in the field
competition. In the javelin, the
Racers' Herman
JeMunnik
owns the best OVC distance
with his 219-8. Bruce Meade of
East
Tennessee and Steve
Truelove of MTSU should
provide strong competition for
deMunnik. Meade has turned in
a 211-8 while Truelove has gone
210-8.
Mark, Michael's 14-1044 in the
pole vault competition is the
second best heighth of the
conference this season. The
topmark of 15-0 belongs to
Western's Ron Seit,er. Two men
have hit 14-6 while three have
made 14-0.

-Golf--Putt-Putt
Tournament

*LEADERSHIP*

The Racers appear to have an
outside chance in the high jump
competition with freshman
Mark Hiestand. Hiestand has
went 6-6, which is only two inches shorter than the OVC's
best mark of 6-8 held by Don
Neely of Morehead. Three other
men along with Hiestand have
all cleared 6-6 during the outdoor season.
Steve Ford's 50-9 in the shot is
the fourth best mark in the OVC
this year. Western's Charles
Eneix is the favorite with his 58434. The nearest man to him is
teammate Joe Ellison who owns
a 51-2.
Murray appears to have little
chance of
picking up any
points in the long jump, the
triple *jump and the discus.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

PERFORMANCE COUNTS!!

WHY TAKE A CHANCE
* RE-ELECT FRANK A. *

STUBBLEFIELD 4
U.S. Congress, First District - May 23, 1972
Paid For by Stubblefield for Congress Committee, James E. Garrison, Treasurer

3
4
Acco‘lishment 5
6
5 Redact
7
9 Bona91-bo4y
8
12 In additioss
9
13 Girl's name
I°
14 Fruit drink
15 Prefix - down
II
17
16 Labor
18 Sailor (colloq.) 19
Parent
(coney-) 21
20
22 Upright timber 23
24 Datum
25
27 Danish island
26
29 Protective
27
shietd •
31 Rocky hill
28
Breaks
32
30
suddenly
3.4 Epic poetry
33
36 Greek letter
37 Thoroughfare
.35
39 Declines
41 Cooled lava
42 Metal
fastener
44 Apportioned
45 Anger
47 Jump
'49 Spanish for
"three"
50 Old musical
instrument
52 Stalk
for
Symbol
pa_
Sartori-rem
55 Tattered cloth
57 Caudal
appendage
59 Teutonic
deity
61 Time gone by
63 Declare
65 Skin ailment
67 Pronoun
68 Prohibits
69 Dampens

ft-(0eey

Fur bearing
mammal
Fat about the
kidneys
38 Cravats
1

7

11

-4

':•1'.120

F

14

40 Planet
43 Second of
two
46 Mistake
48 Fruit (pl
51 Babylonian
deity
53 Note of scale
56 Idle chatter
:::
:
:1-5

12
15

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

MOE ROOM MMMM
BM =OM MOM
OMO OMMOMOOM
MOMMO OOMM
OM ROM SWIM
MOO OOM 000MG
OO 030 ROO MO
MOMS MOO OOM
ROMO 0110 OM
MOOM OMMOM
OOMM3O0 MOM
OMO WOO 000
MM3 ROMO M33

-6

-7

-58 -Ordinance
60 'Things,
in law
61 Exclamation
62 Earth goddess
64 A state
(ebb'
66 Symbol for
ceium
8

-?-?Z9

10

17 4.

.".

11

Angels Swap Players
ANAHEIM ( AP)- The California Angels assigned catcher
Joe Azcue to their Salt Lake
City farm team in the Pacific
Coast League today and recalled receiver John Stephenson.
Thus, Ascue's comeback bid
after a season away from the
game was temporarily stalled.
Azcue, who sat out last year in
a salary dispute with management, appeared in only three
games this season. He came to
bat only twice with no hits.
Stephenson spent the 1971 season with the Angels, hitting .219
in 98 games.
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ANAHEIM, Calif. AP) Pitches which lacked steam
and a medical problem were
cited by Oakland A's manager
Dick Williams when he broke
the news that former 31-game
winner Denny McLain was opboned to the minor leagues.
"He just wasn't throwing the
ball aA hard as we know he
can," said Williams of the
right-hander who has a $75,000
contract.
McLain, apparently informed
of the move Monday morning
by A's owner Charles Finley did
not make the trip with the team
here for
a series with the
California
•Williams said the pitcher visited a doctor on Sunday who
blamed a medication McLain
was taking for making the.
pitcher feel weak.
The
prescription
was
changed, Williams said, but he
didn't mention what ailment
McLain was under treatment
for.
Over the weekend, Williams
had demoted McLain to the A's
bullpen after the pitcher was
hit hard in his last start. "I
don't think he has the velocity
he had in the past," the manager said then. "I go on what I
see out there ... From the way
he's throwing, and the statistics
show it, I don't think he could
help anybody right now."
McLain had a 1-2 record with
the .A's but was unsuccessful in
four of five outings.
His earned run average for 22
innings of work this season was
6.05 and he failed to go more
than three innings in his last
two starts.
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MURRAY

you can get
aiotof money
out of your
home without
selling it
Even it your, home is at% partly paid for, the
money ypu-heve-in it could qualify you for a
large cash loan at competitive rates from us.
It's based on equity, the difference between
what you still owe on your home and its current
appraised value

You can use the money for any good purpose.
And youThtike- the way we-do business You're
treated like the individual you are-not a computer number So. for a big loan at a competitive rate, with people-to-people service,
see us The money you need may be right
under your roof

Loans and financing up to $5,000
We also make loans on real estate
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Complete set
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traded for

Murray's top man in these
events stands no higher than
seventh in the overall best
marks of the OVC this season.
Only two members of the
team have returned home due
to injuries and will not be accompanying the Racers to the
meet. Sonny Fennell and
George Campbell, both of whom
have been out of action for most
of the outdoor season, left last
Week for their homes.
Friday at 1:30 p.m. the finals
of the javelin, high jump and
-Wag, pirrip Al. 3,Jiithe,,fibals
of the shotput will be held. Also
Friday the track preliminaries
will begin.
The final's in the field events
will begin Saturday at 1 p.m.
with the track finals getting
underway at 2:30 p.m. All times
are Eastern Daylight Time,

Denny McLain
Optioned To
Minor Leagues
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In Bel-Air Center
Ross Wilder, Mgr.
Phone 753-5573
Open Fridays until 6:00
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Fishing Report

Cothran's One-Hitter
Dumps Calloway County

White Bass Good In
Areas At Night
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
White bass fishing at night is
good in.many. areas, the Fish
and Wildlife Resources Department reported Tuesday. The
rundown:
BARKLEY — Bluegill good
on worms at 2 feet, crappie
good on minnows in tributaries
at 2 to 8 feet. Below dam, bluegill excellent on crickets, A
gates open, murky, one foot
above summer pool, falling and
67.
HERRINGTON — White bass
good at night in tributaries on
minnows at 10-15 feet, black
bass-fair -orr-artificial night-crawlers, clear, stable and 68.
CUMBERLAND — Crappie
fair to good on minnows at 6
feet, white bass good, especially in large tributaries, at night
-on. minnows at 18 feet. trout
,slow in dam area on nightcrawlers at 6-15 feet. Below
dam, trout good on worms And
cheese, tributaries clear, lake
murky, stable and 66.
ROUGH RIVER — Bluegill
good, especially in south fork,
on crickets at 3-6 feet, white
bass fair to good, especially in
north fork, on minnows at night
at 20 feet. Clear, falling,.14.fett
above'swnmer pool and 65.
KENTUCKY — Bluegill good
on worms and pop bugs around
brush. Black bass good on sur-
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Available Only, ot Pharmacies
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DRUGS
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MURRAY

face lures and spinners. Below
dam, crappie and white bass
slow, 3 gates open, murky, falling, one foot above summer
pool and 69.
NOUN — Black bass good on
surface and deep runners,
white bass and crappie fair to
good at night on minnows at 1025 feet. porky to clear, stable
and 66.
GREEN — Black bass fair to
good on medium deep runners,
crappie fair to good on minnows murky, one foot above
summer pool, falling and 67.
GRAYSON — Black baas
goodowm4oéptmnes
crappie fair to good on-minnows at 4 feet, clear, stable and
67.
FISHTRAP — Bluegill fair in
inlets on worms at 3 feet. Black
bass on surface lures, clear,
stable and 69.
-BARREN — Black bass good
on surface lures, crappie on
minnows at 10 feet, clear to
murky to muddy, falling, 2feet
above summer pool and 67.
BUCKHORN .— Black bass
good on surface lures, crappie
good on minnows at 8 feet,
clear to murky, stable and 64.
DEWEY — Crappie good on
minnows at 6 feet. Bluegill
good on worms, muddy to murky, rising, one foot above summer pool and 64.
DALE — White bass fair on
minnows at 20-30 feet, crappie
on minnows at 6-8 feet, clear,
stable and 69.

Laken

AU,EYES ARE WATCHING THE PEET el See*ItlardialrbROe Mitchell. Mitchell erossoollse.,
plate with the ody riesthat wasseeded by the Rebels.ButIds Oesaunates added two more rues ha the
same sixth hating far a 34 win over Calloway County ha the Hest game of the District Tournament.
Catcher Dielde Overby aad South Marshall's Greg Mitchell watch the action.
IStaff photo by Mike Brandin)

Clemente Slams Three-Run Homer.
To Give Pirates Win Over Cards

By BRUCE LOWITT
gone—but it sure as hell was."
Associated Press Sports Writer
Dock Ellis scattered five hits
"I've been pitching good. It's for his fourth victory.
just that'I haven't been winWoodie Fryman tossed a sixning," Bob Gibson understated. hitter for the Phillies and got
"And winning is what it's all some long-ball help from Mike
about."
Anderson and Willie Montanez,
Gibson, the St. Louis Cardi- who hit home runs for a 2-0
nals' flame-throwing right- lead, before Fryman singled in
hander, has been getting most two runs of his own to down the
of the heat this season. He has Cubs.
yet to record his first victory of
Anderson, a rookie who
the season to counteract the clouted 36 homers in the Paciffive defeats he's suffered.
ic Coast League, opened up
Most of the time it's been against Ferguson Jenkins in the
just one or two pitches that fifth inning for the only run
have made the difference. On
Monday night it was one he =CCM=
threw .to Pittsburgh's Roberto
Clemente, who walloped it over
the right field fence for a threerun homer and the Pirates' 4-1 D.CD.MCDCDM,C45.0.0.042.04Me
victory.
In other National League ac- By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
AMerican League
tion, Philadelphia blanked the
East Division
Chicago Cubs 4-0, Houston
By The Associated Press
14
WL
e .P
6r
6. GB
Cleveland
New
bombed Atlanta 8-2, the
ABA
Detroit
13 9 .591 1
York Mets defeated Montreal 5- Baltimore
ehamploaship.
12 11 .522 21'2
8 12 .400 5
3 and Los Angeles nipped San Boston
Monday's Result
New York
8 14 .364 6
New York 110, Indiana 105, Diego 2-1.
6 14 .300 7
Milwaukee
"Every time I made a good
best-of-7 series tied, 2-2.
West Division
16 6 .727
pitch it seems I jammed some- Minnesota
Thursday's Game
14 7 .667
Oakland
body and they got a hit," said Chicago
New York at Indiana
14 9 .609 21/2
10 14 .417 7
Gibson, who gave up 11 of them Texas
Saturday's Game
City
10 15 .400 7/
1
2
Kansas
Indiana at New York, after- in his third complete game of California
9 15 .375 8
the
season.
Monday's Results
noon, national TV
Baltimore 3, Detroit 2
"The pitch I threw to CleTuesday, May 23
Kansas City 5, Texas 4
New York at Indiana, if nec,- mente on the home rim was a
Chicago 4, Minnesota r'
Oakland2, California 1
fast ball. I didn't think it was
essary

Standings

Pro Cage
Playoffs

Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Oakland (Seoul 0-0) at California (Clark 2.3), N
Texas (Gogoiewski 2-2) at
Kansas City (ROOkar 1-0) N
Minnesota (Woodson 3-0) at
Chicago (Bahnsen 3-4) N
Baltimore (Cuellar 13) at
Detroit (Timmerman 2-2) N
New York (Kekich 2 2) at
Cleveland (Colbert 0-0 or Har•
gan 0-0), N
Boston (Culp 2-3) at Milwaukee (Brett 2.3), N
Wednesdays Games
Oakland at California, N
Minnesota at Chicago
Baltimore at Detroit, N
New York at Cleveland, N
Boston at Milwaukee, N
Texas at Kansas City, N

National League
East Division
W. L. Pct. G.B.
NewYork
10 7 720 —
Philadelphia
15 10 .600 3
MOntreal
13 12 520 5
Pittsburgh
12 12 .500 5'2
11 13 .458 6'2
Chicago
St. Louis
West Dli0isi
v 1o7n 370 9
17 10 630
Los Angeles
HOuston
15 10 600
Cincinnati
12 13 480
12 15 444 5
San Diego
Atlanta
10 16 .385 6, 2
San Francisco 9 19 .321 8' 2
Monday's Results
Philadelphia 4, Chicago 0
New York 5. Montreal 3
Pittsburgh 4, St. Louis 1
Houston 8,-Atlanta 2
„Los Angeles 2, San Diego
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Montreal (Morton 1 2) at ti4,wi
York (Seaver 5-1),'N
t
23)
(HoOton
Chicago
Philadelphia (Champion 3 Ch N
St. Louis (Wise 32) at P-PS
burgh.(Walicer-0,1).,..N
•
Atlanta (Icheler 1 0 or Jar. c
2-2). at Mouiton (Reuss 2 2): N
LOS ArWAreS (Singer 2 3) 11
San Diego (Greif 3-3), N
Cincinnati (-Nolan 3 1 and F3,1
lingham 0-5) at San Franc.-5:o
(Carrithers 12 and Stone 0:, ,
2, twi-night
Wednesday's Games
Montreal at New York N
Chicago at Philadeiph,a,
St LouiS - ist PittSistrrqh N
Atlanta at Houston, N
Los Angeles at San D,eclo
Cincinnati at San.. Franc ,
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When you
transplant,
remember
the Diazinod
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Be sure to include Diazinon in your transplant water. It provides
that low cost zone of protection against wireworms which assyres better survival of transplants and a more uniform stand
that's easier to handle all season long —at suckering, topping,
harvesting, and curing.
GAC 100-576

Calloway County Soil Improvement
Industrial Road
Murray, Ky.
Assoc. Inc.

' BY MIKE BRANDON
LodgerA Thins Spertnuiter
South Marshall's Mennen
Cothran is a man out to prove
something.Cothran is tabbedas
one of the best guards in the
area and after his pitching
performance yesterday, the
senior righthander just might
be labeled as one of the top
hurlers in the area.
Cothran allowed only one hit
to Calloway County in yesterday's opening game of District
competition in leading his South
Marshall Rebels to a 3-0
conquest of the Lakers. The
victory ups the Rebels' season
slatalq.eight_wip_against three
losses for the season.
—
The game was a pitching dual
and
Cothran
between
Calloway's fine hurler, Dap
5I'hompson. For five innings
Thompson matched the pitching
of Cothran before' the Rebels
rallied for the winning tallies in
their half of the sixth.
Ron Mitchell opened the
frame with a scratch single to
left. Mitchell stole second and
scored when Dennis Smith hit a
grounder to second baseman

Philadelphia needed:
In the seventh, Montanez unloaded. "I hit it good," he
beamed. "I didn't even move
from the plate. I wanted to see
it go out.
The Astros, remaining within
a game of the first-place Dodgers in the National League
West, bunched three infield
hits, a bases-loaded walk by
Roger Metzger and second
baseman Felix Millan's throwing error into a three-run third
inning that carried them past
Atlanta.
Winners for the ladies day
Jim Fregosi's three-run golf held at the Murray Country
homer broke an eighth inning Club last week have been antie with Montreal and powered nounced by the-lblf hostess,
the Mets, first by three games Carol Hibbard,
in the East, to their fourth vicFrances Hulse was medalist
tory in a row and 17th in .22 in the championship flight.
games. Tonunie Agee 'also First flight winner was Inlla
homered for the Mets and Jon Orr, second flight winner was
Matlock, with ninth-inning re- Irene Chitwood, and third flight
lief help, picked up his fourth winner was Beverly Spann.
victory without a defeat.
Euldene Robinson was named
Willie Davis' double and for chip in and Jean Wilson for
walks to Manny Mota and Billy blind hole.
Grabarkewitz loaded the bases Women of the Oaks Country
for the Dodgers in the ninth in- Club will be guests of the
ning against the Padres and Murray Club on Wednesday for
pinch-hitter Chris Cannizzaro the regular ladies day golf.
broke a 1-1 tie with a line
single off Enzo Hernandez' Jockeys Jorge Velasquez and
glove at shortstop.
Carlos Jiminez are cousins.

Winners Named For
Murray Ladies Day

Raiuly Comer of Calloway. The
ball took a bad hop and eluded
the eartretched - Owe-- of
Conner, allowing Mitchell to
come in.
Greg Mitchell then - drove
home Smith with a solid double.'
Mitchell fell down rounding
second and the throw from
Wells in right to Howard on
short came close to cutting
down Mitchell. But the throw
.from Howard at short to Conner
covering second was a bit wild
and Mitchell advanced to third.
The final run crossed the plate
on Cothran's sacrifice fly.
The lone Calloway base hit'
came in the fourth inning on a

AH..R..H
3 II f
Conner-2b
3 0 ,
Scarbrough-3h
3 II -1
Howard-as
100
Thompson-p
390,
Wilkerson-if
3 0 0
Overby-c
3 0 0
Sheiton-lb
2 0 0
Wells-rf
290
Gibson-cf
23..0..1
Totals
Rebels
3 1 1
R.Mitchell-If
3 1 2
D.Smith-es
3 1
G. Mitchell-c
2 0 0.
Cothran-p
3 0 0
Reed-cf
3 0 0
Miller-lb
20
J.Smith-3b
-McGregor-Ft
-- 1_ 0 .11
followed an error that allowed' Stone-2b
2 0 0
Rick Scarbrough to reach base. Totals
That was the only Laker threat
of the game.
000 000 0 0-1-2
Calloway
Cothran was brilliant on the
So. Marshall 000 003 x 3-4-1
mound in pitching the gem. The
fireballing righthander fanned
10 men and gave up just two
base on balls. Thompson went
the distance for the Lakers and
was charged with the loss.
Thompson gave up just four hits
while fanning five and walking
one.
Today's action will pit the
Murray High Tigers against the
Jets of North Marshall in a 4
p.m. battle. The winner of that
game will face the winner of
tomorrow's game between
South and Benton for the
A
.championship on Thursday. All
games are at Holland Stadium
with admission being 75 cents
for adults and 35 cents for
students.
CIGAR
--

Happiness is...

KING
EDWARD

uitruar M

SERVICE

Guaranteed Mufflers at
Economy Prices!!
7th & Maple St.

Phone 753-9999

WALLACE SUPPORTERS
* STAND UP AND BE COUNTED *
IF YOU ARE A DEMOCRAT FOR WALLACE, URGE THE LEADERS
OF THE KENTUCKY DEMOCRATIC PARTY TO HAVE THEIR
DELEGATES SUPPORT WALLACE FOR PRESIDENT AT THE
NATIONAL CONVENTION!
FACT SHEET:
1. We notice that our Democratic Leaders of this state have said that George Wallace
would not get a delegate vote if they had their way. Since when did we pick our
Governor and other leaders to tell us how to vote for president. We feel it would be
wise for them to attend the affairs for which they were elected and let us make the
decisions regarding what other office holders we wish to elect.

.

2. Do you feel that we really need a change from the present Liberals or should we
continue as we are'?

3. Check these Liberal candidates records. See if they have practiced in the past what
they are preaching today.
Governor George C. Wallace of Alabama is running as a candidate for the
Democratic Party's presidential nomination in '72.

4.

5. Gov. Wallace is the only candidate of the Democratic Party that stands a chance of
defeating Nixon — in Kentucky or the nation.
6. If Wallace is theiepresidential candidate — Kentucky will go solid Democrat in '72.
7. If Kentucky swings heavily Democrat at the top of the ballot, this will assure-D.

Huddleston's election as U.S. Senator,as well as others on the Democrat ticket.
•
11. If Wallace does not get the presidential nomination in the Democratic Party, Nixon
will be reelected.
9. With Wallace being forced to run as an American Party candidate and not as a
Democrat, this will definitely increase the chances that either L. Nunn, the
Republican Party candidate or William "Bill" Emry,the American Party candidate,
will win the U.S. Senatorial election in Kentucky.

Terminated
BOSTON ( AP) - The N, rth
American Figure Skating
Championships, a bi-ant,ual
competition held between the
United States and Canada for
half a century, have been terminated.
Chuck Foster, of the I-S.
Figure Skating Assoeia t ;L)n.
said the Canadians request-) at
a meeting last weekend in
Cleveland, Ohio, that the tent
be ended.
"They felt the charnpion!lips
Nd_otitlived their usefulness,
They just wanted to withdr,iw,"
Foster said.

10. Telephone Ford, Carroll, Miller or your Democratic Chairman and ask them for
their support.
ii. Write: Mr. J. R. Miller, Ky. Democratic Party, 213 St. Clair Street, Frankfort,
Kentucky.

GEORGE WALLACE

IS THE ONLY TRUE DEMOCRAT RUNNING FOR PRESIDENT!
Sponsored by the Fulton Citizen's Council
Naylor BUrnette, Chairman

ea.
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Report Shows
Increase In
State Rolls
FRANKFORT, Ky.—
Enrollment in Kentucky's statesupported
colleges
and
universities for the 1971 fall
semester showed a sizable
increase over the previous year
while similar figures for independent colleges declined, a
recently released report shows.
A total of 80,304 students
enrolled in state-supported
schools, an increase of 9.3 per
cent. The 17,680 students
enrolled at independent schools
represent a 6.5 per cent drop.
The Council on Pjahlic Higher
-Education released the figures
_in their annual report on the
/ origin of enrollments at Kentucky colleges.
The increase in students
1
college for the first
time at state-su
rtedschools
inJ. and the a-dee-Tease at
dependent institutions is even
more dramatic. First-time
freshman enrollment at state
colleges increased by 12.9 per
cent in 1971, while similar
f, enrollments
at independent
$ schools dropped 13 per cent.
; Out-of-state students, which
5 make up 34.4 per cent of the
5 student body at private
colleges, accounted for only 14.2
e per cent of the total enrollment
i
..J at state-supported schools.
'r, This is in keeping with a 1969
policy decision of the Higher
Education Council, limiting outof-state enrollments in the state
higher education system to 15
per cent.
The council report also noted
that the number of Kentuckians
enrolled as first-time freshmen
in Kentucky colleges and
universities for ' the 1971 fall.
semester was equal to 43.4 per
cent of the 1971 Kentucky high
school graduates. This figure, of
course, does not take. into account those high school
graduates who enrolled in outof-state schools.
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Reviving Early Drama Involved
Moving 'Mountain' Of Scenery

Gardening Aids
In Therapy For
Mentally III
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API—A
philosopher once said that the
happiest people are those who
are producing something.
Industrial therapy patients at
Eastern State Hospital in
Lexington prove this point with
their greenhouse and grounds
beautification projects.
Harold Hughes, grounds
maintenance manager at the
mental health facility, explains,
"Digging in the soil and wat'Ching a flower grow have long
been tools of the psychiatrist in
helping the mentally chstwrbed
and depressed."
Hughes, along with a couple
of part-time employes, works
with seven-man patient teams
on grounds beautification
projects and operation of a
hospital greenhouse.
While ground maintenance is
a necessary function in the
hospital
operations,
the
greenhouse serves more as a
therapeutic tool.
Using piants
donated by
three local gardens clubs, the
patients propagate greenhouse
species by breaking off small
sprigs and watch them grow,
with proper care and attention,
into leafy plants or trailing
vines. Geraniums, begonias and
a number of vines leand
themselves to this kind of
propagation.
"It's amazing the effect this
green-thumb therapy has on the
patients", Hughes
said.
"Breaking Off one little twig,
sticking it in the sand and
nourishing its growth can bring
a man back to reality.''
Strolling through the steamy
greenhouse, Hughes proudly
points to pots of blooming plants
among a medley of vining
varieties grown by the patients.
A few prospective buyers
browse among the plants—
which are on sale for 50 cents or
a dollar—though Hughes,
hastens to add that the hospital
is really not interested in the
money. In fact, most plants are
sold to hospital employes or
patients relatives, he noted.
-What little money we do
make from sales is reverted to
an industrial therapy fund and
is then distributed among the
patients as an incentive," he
said.
"The amount is nominal, just
enough for pocket money or
cigarettes."
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By GARY LUHR
Associated Press Writer
Reviving one of Kentucky's
first outdoor dramas, "Wilderness Road," didn't involve
much—just moving a mountain,
A giant dirt mound complete
with trees and grass will replace the artificial hills of the
original produrtron when Paul

Autopsy To Be Done
Of Egyptian Mummy

Green's story of Kentucky dur- versity, will
portray the famous
ing the Civil War unfolds again composer. Brenda
Parrish, a
this summer at Berea's Indian junior at the University of
Fort Theatre,
Louisville from Bloomfield, in
The mountain is just part of Nelson County, will play Jane
an overall renovation of the Mcdowell.
theatre, which has gone largely
Weekend matinees have been
unused since "Wilderness changed
from Sunday to SaturRoad" was presented last in day at 3 p.m., and in case of
1958.
rain the show will be presented
During its four-year run the in the Nelson County
High
production attracted nearly School Auditorium.
162,000 visitors and received the
Orlin and Irene Corey's
George Washington medal from equally long-running "The
Book
the Freedom Foundation for of Job" opens June 29 at Pine
about
undera better
bringing
Mountain State Park and runs
standing of one aspect of Amer- nightly except Sundays at 9:30
ican life.
P.M. through Sept. 2.
The new production opens
The biblical classic, which
June 29 and will play nightly has toured Europe several
exCept Mondays_ at. _4;30 y.m: times,-has won praises throughthrough Sept. 4.
out this country- -for- its color
About the only other summer and setting among' the mountheater in Kentucky when the tains of Eastern Kentucky.
first "Wilderness Road" was
"The Legend of Daniel
presented was Danville's Pio- Boone," noted for its historical
neer Playhouse, later desig- accuracy and authenticity, benated as the State Theatre of gins its seventh season at Old
Kentucky by the General As- Fort Harrod State Park in Harsembly.
rodsburg June 24 and will play
The Playhouse, now in its nightly except Mondays at 8:30
:Ltd year, will present four through Aug. 27.
snows this summer, beginning
A new script with a greater
with Cole Porter's lively accent on music will be feaFrench musical "Can-Can," tured this summer plus an aluhich will run from June 19 most entirely new cast.
through July 8.
One of the state's newer proThe other shows include John ductions, "Ramses, the Story of
Patrick's Pulitzer prize-winning Moses," will open its third sea-Teahouse of the August son at Kenlake State Park June
Moon," July 10-29; "New 13 and play nightly except MonMoon," a musical by Sigmund days at 8:30 P.M.
(CDT)
Romberg, July 31-Aug. 19; and through Labor Day.
the Neil Simon comedy "Star
The Jenny Wiley Summer
Spangled Girl," Aug. 21-Sept. 2. Music Festival returns to the
Shows will start at 9 p.m. state park in Prestonsburg
nightly except Sundays. Vis- June 20. This year the festival
itors also can enjoy a combined will feature a Tuesday, Thursdinner-theater package begin- day and Saturday night schedning at 7:30 p.m.
ule that includes "The Music
The long-running "Stephen Man," June 20-July 15; "Once
Foster Story" opens its 14th Upon a Mattress," July 20-Aug.
season at My Old Kentucky 5: and "Carousel," Aug. 10-26.
Home in Bardstown June 17
On Wednesday, Friday and
and will be presented nightly Sunday nights from June n
except Mondays at 8:30 through through Aug. 26, the
original
Sept. 3.
musical "Jenny Wiley," based
Two new faces will appear in on the life of the Kentucky piothe lead roles this year. Danny neer who was captured by InArterburn a 21.year-old gradu- dians, will be presented for its
ate of Western Kentucky Uni- second season.

Bob Allen, right, principal of New Concord Elementary School,
accepts the Kentucky state flag presented to the school by the
local chapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy. Mrs.
Leonard Vaughn, chapter president, left, made the presentation.
Other UDC members present %ere, left to right, Mrs. Charlie
PHILADELPHIA ( API —
Stubblefield, Mrs. John Livesay, andjWiss Maude Nance. In her
They're going to cut into an
presentation of the flag to the studentIoody,Mrs. Vaughn said thatt Egyptian
mummy Tuesday to
all persons should know and honor the flag as it represented
find iotit if canter, hepatitis, sygoodly heritage.
philis and polluted air were
common 3,000 years ago.
The autopsy will be conducted at the physical anthropology laboratory of the University of Pennsylvania Museum by seven doctors who
hope the post-mortem will help
prepare for possible future
By GEORGE W. CORNELL
page section on sex without changes in man's disease patAP Religion Writer
hangups," read a caption, terns.
"We will see if man then died
KANSAS CITY, Mo. ( API — alongside a sparkling-eyed girl,
While religious periodicals gen- on the multicolored front cover of the same things we did,"
erally are in a slump, the per- of Campus Life, put out by says Dr. Martin Mandell, a 48year-old neurologist who is a
sonally oriented, evangelistic Youth for Christ International.
magazines are thriving as nevIts senior editor, Dean Mer- consultant in the unusual projer before.
rill, of Wheaton. Ill., said reli- ect. -I have a good idea they
"They're riding a ground- gious magazines for youth to- may have, but I don't think
swell of conservative religious day must compete with such they lived long enough to develfeeling in this country," says secular organs as Playboy, op some of the diseases we're
Norm Rohrer, of La Canada, Mad and Seventeen in "the now getting."
Calif., executive secretary of battle of the coffee table and
The subject of the autopsy
the F.uangelistic, Press
night
stand."
will
be one of three mummies
Associ.
_
ation.
a
tion.
"For too long, we've pre- which have been X-rayed at the
They're also sharpening their tended religion was in a sepa- museum. None is a pharoah or
style, both in appearance and rate league with no one else a queen—just an ordinary citicontent, tovcompete for the at- around and that people would zen of ancient Egypt.
tention of modern readers.
be interested whether or not we
"We'll look at the X-rays to
"The key to our success is looked good or read good," he see which will be most valuable
professionalism," Gary D. Fos- said. -Baloney! Religion has no and most informative in finding
ter, business manager of captive audience. Unless we've diseases," says Dr. Michael
Moody Monthly, told the associ- got a product that grabs inter- Zimmerman, a pathologist now
ation's annual meeting here est, we're wasting our time."
working for his PhD in anthrolast week.
In the last year, circulation pology. "We will unwrap and
Signs of the brighter, catchier of Campus Life has jumped perform a post-mortem „examapproach was in abundant evi- from 60,000 to 105,000, mostly ination just as you'd do'-on a
dence in the publications on among teen-agers. Accounts of person who had just died."
display here.
similar boom growth came
When it's over, after maybe
"The Couples Game, a 19- from numerous ethers.
eight hours, the wrappings will
Over-all,. the Evangelistic be replaced and the body put
Press Association includes 204 hack into its burial case.
periodicals, whose circulation
has grown more than a million
in the past year to about 11.5
million.
Most of the more liberal reliLEXINGTON, Ky—Junior gious journals and those of the
Week-4-H
Week-4-H larger mainline denominations,
Leadership Conference: these both Protestant, and Roman
are just some of the titles of Catholic, have suffered circuaMate 4-H events held over the tion drops in the last few years.
years at the University of
"It's the conservative, evanKentucky early in June.
• gelical publications that are goThis year, a new kind of state ing strong and whose sales are
conference for Kentucky 4- gaining," said Leslie H. Stobbe,
H'ers is planned—same time, of Chicago. head of the Moody
same place, but combining Press book division.
many aspects of the past state
"People are fed up with unprograms dating them for certainty," he added. "They
today's youth.
want publications that say,
The 1972 event, Kentucky 4-H 'Thus saith the Lord.' And conCongress—will
bring some servatives are saying it."
1,200 young epople to Lexington
•
June 5-9. Really two conET TM SETSI ENT
ferences in one, the 4-H
TI DJ MAW
Congress will feature one
29 MUYIUIIAU1TANI
program, on government in a
ME MAUS
democracy, for senior 4-Hers
(ages 14-19), and another,
—•
•
emphasizing
career
opportunities, .for younger boys
and girls (sixth, seventh and
eighth graders).
FRANKFORT, Ky, (API—A
The older group will get a Governor's Conference on
close-up view of the legislative Aging will be held May 3431 at
process by serving as Senators the Seelbach Hotel in Louisville,
and Representatives in sessions to discuss the role of the older
based on the C.S. Congress, American in today's society.
including investigative comLeaders from the national
mittee hearings on seven areas administration, the U.S. Senate,
of teen concern: recreation and and Kentucky Mate government
leisure, time, educational op- are expected hi. attqpd the
portunitier; environment, conference.
careers and jobs, international
"Our plan is to have people
problems and opportunities, who can discuss congressional,
sotial deviance drugs, alcohol national administration and
and crime), and human state attitudes on aging," said
relations.
Henry Beach, director of the
Each senior delegate has Kentucky Commission on
(Vote
already been ,essigneld one of
Aging. •
these seven pRoblem areas and
The Tuesday (May 301
is now researching the subjects sessions will be open to the
in preparation for the Congress public, while workshops and
in June. Delegates in different seminars restricted to persons
areas of the state are holding working with the Aging
"public hearings" on their program will be conducted
assigned topics to find out more Wednesday.
Dr.
about those subjects in their
Arthur
Fleming,
President Nixon's specials
part of the state.
Sessions for the younger 4- assistant on aging, and Gov.
Hers attending the Congress Wendell Ford are scheduled as
will emphasize the op- featured speakers Tuesday.
Mrs. Virginia Smith. of the
portunities in 4-H project work
and the career possibilities in Social Rehabilitation Services
(Vote
fields related to the different 4- in Atlanta; Frank Nicholason,
director of the Region Four
H projects.
The young people will visit Commission on Aging; and
several
colleges of the Laurel True, of the Kentucky
University of Kentucky and Program Development Office,
have their choice of special will also speak that day.
different
with
sessions
departments in the College of Moak man
1101,1.14001)
—
Agriculture and the School of
()scar-% inning
composer
Home Economics. Tours to Elmer Bernmein
is writing the
points of interest . in the score for the MGM-TV
Bluegrass area are also documentary.
Search of
the I Am, World."
scheduled for this group.

Evangelistic Magazines
Enjoying Rise In Sales

4-H Congress
To Be In June

FORAGING

—The area in front of the restraining
wall is almost vacuumed clean as an Indian elephant
searches for diet supplements at New York City's Bronx Zoo.
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1505 Stadium View Drive

Murray, Ky.

Many thanks to MrEd
s M
it4
arrY M
Ci
An
onaCa
bringing her 4th and
Pli
rte
rrdf:
5th grade Sunday School Class from the Memorial Baptist
Church to sing for is and bring us the inspiring place cards they
made and placed on our dining tables.
Our residents are very grateful to all who have been thoughtful
enough to bring us our Sunday Worship Service. Among those not
mentioned before are: Rev. Edd Glover, North Pleasant Grove
Presbyter tan Church; Mrs. Treva Mathis, Allen Spencer and the
Youth Choir from the First Baptist Church, Murray, and Rev.
Joe Gardner and the Youth Choir from the Gospel Mission
Church.
Thank you, Sarah VanMeter, for the lovely bouquet of roses
Certainly it brightens a spot in our living room, and is being
enjoyed by all.
WELCOME: Zilpha Cook, Blanche Aldridge, Leona Duncan,
Leonard Overby, Ira Colley, Clotile Pool and to our staff - Rachel
Latham and Sharon Duncan.
SICK CALL: Mrs. Murle Dunnaway, recuperating at home after
her stay in a Memphis Hospital. Papa John Dill, convalescing
at the Murray Calloway CO. Hospital.
i::iiabenufM
g,occ,a.Nl ahbobsp
a,L,tth
an
itd
alHettie Trees who are both undergoing "test"
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We wish all of you a speedy return to Fern Terrace, we miss you!
Welcome back to Mr. Robert Carl ile whO won his battle with the
HAPPY BIRTHDAY: Mrs. Minnie McCuiston, may you
celebrate many, many more.
OUR MOTO:
TAKE TIME TO THINK—It is the cource of power
TAKE TIME TO PLAY—It is the secret of perpetual youth.
TAKE TIME TO READ—It is the fountain of wisdom.
TAKE TIME TO PRAY-11 is the greatest power on Earth.
TAKE TIME TO LOVE—It is a God-given privilege.
TAKE TIME TO LAUGH—It is the music of the Soul.
TAKE TIME TO GIVE—It is too short a day to be selfish
TAKE TIME FOR CHARITY—It is the key to heaven
We at Fern Terrace Lodge have time for all of these things.
TODAY'S TIP ON SELECTING A PERSONAL CARE HOME
"No amount of conversation by telephone will take the place of a
personal visit. This could be done either by appointment or
without, as long as the time of day is reasonable."
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Alcoholism
Seminars
Are Planned
FRANKFORT,
Ky.—Dr.
Morris E. Chafetz director of
the National Institute on
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism,
will be the keynote speaker at
the first of two alcohol training
sessions
for
Kentucky
physicians.
The first seminar will be held
in Louisville, May 17, at
Rodeway Inn, with the second to
follow the next day in Lexington
at Hospitality Inn. Two
meetings were scheduled so
physicians could attend the
conference closest to their
homes.

BRENDA PARRISH AND

DANNIE ARTERBURN

Attitude The Roles Cast For
'Stephen Foster'
Thing With
Recovery, Inc.

BARDSTOWN, Ky.—The
leading roles have been cast for
ITIC outdoor drama "The.
Stephen Foster Story," which
begins its 14th season June 17 in
Bardstown.
According
to
general
manager Ber Ballard, Stephen
Foster will be played by Donnie
Arterburn, a Western Kentucky
University senior and a native
of Glasgow. Jeanie will be
portrayed by Brenda Parrish, a
Junior at the University of
Louisville and a Bloomfield
native.
—
Donnie, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ferrill Arterburn, of
Glasgow, is a May candidate
for Bachelor of Music in Performance at Western Kentucy
University. He is a member of
Phi Mu Alpha, is active in the
WKU Opera Workshop, and is a
member of the school's 1972
European Tour Choir.
At Baton Rouge in April,
Arterburn placed second in the
National Assn. of Teachers of
Singing regional auditions,
senior,,division.
Miss Parrish attended
Nazareth College for two years
and presently studies voice at
the U of L's School of Music
under Gary Horton.
This year, Miss Parrish won
the Met Auditions in Louisville
and placed first in the NATS
regional auditions. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
G. Parrish, of Bloomfield.

Recovery, Inc. presents the
third of a series of commentaries.
Picture in your mind a long
distance runner who has run
eight miles. He is totally
exhausted. His body temrature is extremely high, his
art is beating like it is going
pound out of his chest, his
es are blurred from the salty
me dripping from his brow.
But what on earth makes him
those last two miles? (Flip
Wilson would probably answer,
"The devil made him do it.")
Those who attend Recovery
meetings can tell you because it
is a simple function of their
daily lives.
So you feel unusually tired
for no apparent reason.
Recovery does not say that the
sensation you feel is not real. It
merely says that you can still
run your 1st two miles of
housework, or office work, no
matter how exhausted you may
feel.
Recovery plays a rough game
but it lets you win big.
Try us. We meet each Monday
evening,7:00 p.m. at the Mental
Health Clinic. For further information you may call 753-5913
or 753-5079.

Down -the

The sessions are sponsored by
the Kentucky Department of
Mental Health in cooperation
with the Kentucky chapter of
the American Academy of
Family Physicians..
Dr. Chafetz, is announcing a
recent
$200,000
federal
alcoholism education campaign, says the "alcohol
problem dwarfs that of herion
or any other drug.
"American society and most
health
professions
unconsciously push alcohol
problems under the rug," he
noted.
"Alcoholism
is
mistakenly looked upon as a
character dificiency instead of
a treatable illness."
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Portable Classrooms To Be Eliminated

Your Individual
Frances Horoscope
Drake

FOR WEDNESDAY, MAY 17, 1872
Look in the section in which logically conceived plans
and
your birthday comes and find stress good management.
what your outlook is, according
AQUARIUS
to the stars.
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
ARIES
On this somewhat mixed day,
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
don't permit doldrums, neglect
Keep things moving, and with duties or dwell on disquieting
well-planned design. A "wait thoughts. Be prompt, sureand see" attitude could only footed and accurate. And, no
stifle enthusiasm on this some- matter what happens, stress
what problematic day.
your innate graciousness.
PISCES
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) 64(
67 (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Some dubious schemes may
Allow for some delays in
carrying out your program but be suggested. Be alert — and
don't create them needlessly reject promptly. Also, avoid
yourself Crisp, consistent eccentric behavior,extremes in
action needed to top the com- word or deed.
petition.
YOU BORN TODAY have a
GEMINI
deep, practical nature, with a
( May 22 to June 21)
true sense of values and needs.
Keep eyes open for those little Unlike most other
Taureans,
"ambushes" that upset any you are far more
attracted to
well-running routine. Aim for business than to the
arts,
accomplishment in which you although you may pursue some
can justifiably take pride.
creative activity as a hobby.
CANCER
Yourexecutive ability- and gift.
(June 22 to July 23) COO for organization fits you for a
Good lunar influences favor wide range of occupations in the
innovations, advanced methods commercial field. You would
and clever strategies. A good make an excellent -corporation
period in which to put over head, banker, manufacturer,
unusual ideas.
landowner or investment
broker. Science may also atLEO
tract you and, properly
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Some things may bother you educated, of course, medicine,
more than usual. Don't fret. geology or physics would be the
Rather, check and look more best outlet for your talents
closely into pertinent matters — along this line. Whatever you
to find the cause, and be able to undertake, however, you must
be careful to avoid extremes.
cope.
Learn
to temper your great
VIRGO
forces with wisdom and
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Favorably aspected, this day moderation. Birthdate of:
especially favors the formation Edward Jenner, physician
of new plans, revising proce- (discoverer of vaccination).
dures for the balance of the
week and completing all "unfinished business."

cY

ihor"

41244a

Mental Health Commissioner
Dr. Dale H. Farabee said he
hoped the seminars "would be
helpful
in
updating
professionals concerning the
whole area of alcohol abuse and
addiction
and
enhance
awareness of the need for a
coordinated attack on the
ravages of alcoholism and LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) an
alcohol abuse."
Waste no time in daydreamSubjects to be discussed in- ing. Think constructively and
clude "The Physician's Role in direct all efforts into channels
Diagnosis and Treatment of leading to a more profitable
Alcoholism"
and future. Stress your innate poise
"Pathophysiology of Acute and and balance.
Chronic Alcoholism".
SCORPIO
Main speaker at the (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Lexington meeting will be Dr.
Review to ascertain which
Arnold M. Ludwig, chairman of methods are working and which
the Psychiatry Department at are not. Where you seem
the University of Kentucky. stymied, strive to work out
Ludwig was the recipient of the better routines. Romance
Hofheirner Award in 1970 by the favored now.
American Psychiatric Assn. for
SAGITTARIUS
his research on alcoholism and (NOV.
23 to Dec. 21)
LSD.
You could make new records
Others to speak at both now This does
not mean you
meetings include David H. should overtax yourself.
You'll
Knott, M.D., Ph. D., and James accomplish more by planning
D. Beard, Ph. D., both of the well and following through at
a
University of Tennessee. Knott steady pace.
is medical director, while Beard
is director of the Alcohol and CAPRICORN
Drug Dependence Clinic at UT's
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) ida
l
Psychiatric Hospital and
A tendency . to scatter enerResearch Institute.
gies prevalent. Concentrate on

riP‘.41i

FRANKFORT, Ky.—
Educational funding approved
by the 1972 General Assembly
will nearly eliminate the need
for portable classroom units in
Kentucky, according to Dr.
Lyman V. Ginger, state
superintendent of public instruction.
In a recent interview, Ginger
said 3000 outside portable
classrooms are presently being
used in Kentucky, with some
schools
having
more
classrooms in portable units
than in the building proper.
House Bill 335, the Department of Education's budget bill,
provides for a $100.increase per
classroom unit for capital
outlay allotment during each
year of the 1972-73 biennium.
Ginger said this money would
allow school districts which still
had bonding capacity to construct new buildings, while
those which can no longer issue
bonds will be able to add to
existing structures.
He said the increase would
provide funding for 2600 new
classroom units, thereby
eliminating the need for most
pOitable-dassroarns.
- --Besides granting 6 per cent
increases in salaries and
operating expenses during each
year of the biennijm, HB 335
also provides 190 new classroom
units for teachers of vocational
education
and 300 new
classroom units for teachers of
exceptional children.
In spite of the new vocational
education units, Ginger said,
there will still be a need for
abut 100 more units in that area.
As far as the units for exceptional children are concerned, he said he is "heavily
committed
to
special
education" and "will not turn

down (a qualifying application
for) a single unit for special
education for the next two
years."
The superintendent reiterated
his "philosophical" opposition
to Senate Bill 36, however,
which established a bureau for
exceptional children within the

Hospital

Report

May 12, 1172
ADULTS..92
NURSERY..6
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Betty June Scott, Route
7, Box 276, Murray, Master
Michael Sean Campbell, 701
Earl Court, Murray, Mrs. Linda
Ruth Dumas, Dexter, Claude
Darnell, 1406 Johnson Blvd.,
Murray, Mrs. Edith Lavelle
Story, Route 7, Murray Mrs.
Mary Leta Richardson, Route 1,
Hardin, Raymond English
Carter, Route 7, Box 85, Mrs.
Nancy Carolyn Fox, Dexter,
Mrs. Noma Faye Eaton, No. 99
Shady Oaks, Murray, Joe
Franklin Lasater, Jr., 816 South
9th, Murray, Mrs. Ella B.
SteWart; ROute 3, Puryear,
Tenn., Daniel Craig Knouff, 200
South 12th, Murray, Mrs. Gaye
Boyd Merrick and Baby Boy,
Route 4, Cadiz, Mrs. Shirley
Mae Williams and Baby Boy,
502 South 11th, Murray, Mrs.
Anita Kay Evans and Baby Boy,
Route 6, Murray, Mrs.
Elizabeth Walker Dowdy, Route
3, Murray, Henry Boyd, 809
Coldwater
Rd., Murray,
William Aubrey Farmer, 1002
Main,
Murray,
Vander
Williams, Route 2, Buchanan,
Tenn., Elroy Holcomb, 721
Nash, Murray, John Bien
Poyner, Route 4, Murray.

Department of Education. He
said defining the officers and
responsibilities of the bureau
should be left to the department
and not the legislature. At any
rate, he said, the bureau cannot
be established because the
Genearl Assembly did not
provide funds for its creation.
Other new legislation Ginger
discussed included:
—SB 289 which authorizes
establishment of kindergarten,
or
pre-school
readiness,
programs. Ginger said he expects every school district in
Kentucky
to
have
an
operational kindergarten
program within four years.
—SB 18 which authorizes a
referendum to amend the state
constitution by providing for an
elected non-partisan state
Board of Education, which
would appoint the supe.intendent of public instruction.
At present, the superintendent is elected on a partisan
basis and cannot hold two
consecutive terms. Ginger said
the amendment, if approved,
would "give continuity to the
office" of the superintendent
because he would be able to hold
his
long as-the board.,
renewed his contract.
—HB 604 which permits the
operation of year-round school
programs. Ginger said he
supported the concept because
it provides for a more effective
utilization of classroom space.
But he added that he expects the
year-round school program to
be populated only in urban
areas.
Lady agent
HOLLYWOOD WM —
Marlene Clark will pray the
role of a United States
Treasury agent in American
international's "Slaughter."
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BY MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS
The rainy season of the past
Don't forget the Rose Show in
weeks has made it awfully early June. The Paris-Henty
d on folks who like to keep County Rose Society is planning
e flower beds and yard clear of another great affair and the
. For it has been a prizes are better than ever. If
constant battle. Rain will fall you have never entered a rose in
and then &miss the sunshine
the show, try it this year. You
and up come the weeds and
never know until you try and it is
grass. I almost declare that I
a rewarding thing to
such
have pulled up the same weed receive a blue ribbon or even a
six times. But if we persist, red one, or to tell the truth I
slowly but surely we will find would be delighted to receive
them coming up a little less honorable mention.
thickly and easier to control.
Entries will be coming in from
I have discovered a handy all over the South and you will
gadget to chop weeds and grass see some of the finest there.
around shrubs. It is a narrow
The'arrangement classes are
hoe, only about three inches for local people only and I do
wide, that can reach under the urge you to enter in one of these.
foliage and get at a weed that is Any person who has made an
impossible with a regular sized arrangement for a garden club
hoe.
There
are
many can win.
implements for the home
gardener that are a tremendous
help in yard work. And any
dealer will be so glad to show
you a wide assortment of tools. I
do know that having the right
tool makes the work a whole lot
easier and quicker. I have been
trying to find an old fashioned
sprinkler can and haven't been
KAISERSLAUTERN,
successful. They are the GERMANY—Michael
W.
handiest things I know of to Tucker, 20, son of Mr. and Mrs.
water small plants and porch Hubert J. Tucker, Rollie 1,
boxes as the spray doesn't come Farmington, recently was
out so hard and plants are. not
-Promoted,to Army Specialist
damaged.
Four in Germany, where be 11
only lost one rosebush this
servinig
with the 60th Air
year and I am surprized as
Artillery.
about twenty of them had Defense
Spec. Tucker, a platoon
to be moved last fall. But
it was done properly and driver in Battery C, 2nd Batthis has been a mild winter. talion of the.6(1th Air DefenseThey will be late in having long Artillery near Kaiserslautern,
sterna, it seems, but the bushes entered the Army in March
are full of buds and I havehopes 1971, rornPleted barge training
of some really lovely ones at Ft. Campbell,end was last
before the summer is over.
stationed at Pt. Bliss, Tex.

the New Lowest Interest Rate in town

make"'the Difference
Check With The

BANK of MURRAY

AUTO DEPT.
University Branch
N. 12th Street

AUTO DEPT.
Main Office
4th at Main

Mike Tucker
Promoted To
Specialist

Before'Financing Your
New Auto'

Be Sure to check with The Bank of Murray before financing your car!
Free Credit Life Insurance At A 4.75 Add On
12 Mo.
24 Mo.
Amt. of Loan
Amt of Loan
24 Mo.
12 Mo.
36 Mo.
Int
Pmt. Int.
pint
Int.
Pmt
Pmt. Int
Pmt. int.
3,000.
261.87 284.88
112 it
136.87
$1,000.
•47.41i
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45.62 1l2 .!,•(
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94.96
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218.22
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9 60

305.52
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95 20

427 20 .
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111.07
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Call
753-1916

BLUE-POINT Siamese kittens, 7
weeks old, cute, lovable, and
need a home,$10 each. Call 753Ml8P
2715.

FOR SALE

FOlt SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

e,
CHICKENS, DUCKS, Gees
CREOSOTED POLES and Penta
and
young
ams,
Bant
Pigeons,
treated lumber. Also styrofoam
Hubert
old. Large selection.
logs for dock flotation. Murray
ia.
Sedal
South
miles
3
nder,
Alexa
Lumber Company, 104 Maple
M18P
ITC Phone 328-8563.
Street.

CH.4
WSM
6:30 Ponderosa
7:30 Jr.-Miss
Pagnt.
II:30 Nichols
9:30 Chng.-Scene
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

CH. 6
CH. 5
WPS0
WLAC
6:3o -Ponderosa
:30 News
7:30 Jr.-Miss;30 Hawaii 5-0
Pageant
:30 Cannon
:30 Woods-Waters 0:30 Nichols
9:30 Dragnet
10:110-News
10:00 News
0:30 P.-Mason
10:30 Tonight
1:30 Movie

THIS YEAR
HURRICANES WILL
BE IDENTIFIED AS

bred
BEAUTIFUL PURE
le
onab
Reas
ns.
Siamese kitte
r,
price. Phone Kathy Christophe
753,
Blvd.
on
Johns
1504
MI22C
5355.
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7:30 Movie
9:00 Welby-M.D.
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10:00 Chaparral 9:30 Campaign-72
11:00 News
10:00 News
11:30 Cavett
10:30 Movie

AGNES
BETTY
CARRY
DAWN
EDNA
FELICE

CH. 29
7:00 Carnival
7:30 Theatre-29
9:30 Creature.
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10:00 News
10:30 Bedroom.
Theatre
10:30 Aft•rMidnight
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6:30 Break. Show 11:15 Headlines
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7:00 Today
11:7.0 Answer
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8:30 Movie
9:30 Content.
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HELP WANTED
L.P.N., 3-11
WANTED R.N. and
case,
and fringe
Dairy
y
Salar
NT
PRO
8' OPEN
and 11-7 shift.
Contact
436e
Phon
very good condition.
its excellent.
Mayfield
M16C benef
ng
Nursi
=66.
of
Director
Ky. 42066
Hospital, Mayfield,
mvc
.
7-5320
fresh
502-24
Y
TOR
FAC
E
hone
TON
Telep
BEL
make
all
for
ries
hearing aid batte
.
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. M17C WANTED ROUTE Salesman
.
nses
expe
on,
issi
comm
Car,'
nts.
it,"
accou
d
like
ing
lishe
estab
anyth
Calling on
"NEVER used
say users of- Blue Lustre carpet Will interview from !AC! to 7:00
cleaner. Rent electric shampooer p.m. Monday and Tuesday only.
at
$1. Begley Drug Store. Central Contact Mr. Charles Grable
M16C
M20C Holiday Inn.
Shopping Center.
FOR SELZ

ELECTRIC RANGE,living room
suite, dining room suite, two gold
carpets, console stereo with AMFM-SW radio Phone 753M17C
9294.

WANTED FARM worker, year
around employment. Phone 489fe.18C
2691,after 5:00 p.m.

ATTENTION MEN--Heavy
Equipment Operators earn high
JLLIE PUPPY,nice, healthy, I pay. You can too. Train on
weeks old. Phone 753-1348. M16C Bulldozer, Self-propelled
scraper, Highlift, and Motor
1971 WHEELER Mobile Home,
r. Job opportunities in U.S.
:42Must _sell at sacrified Grade
ed
4r4'-.12
and- --Overseas----fer-- skill912
e 753-1141:5-16 price. Phon
operators. Phone (606) 299-6
or wrj.te Nationwide Heavy
12'x60' MOBILE HOME with air
EquipMent Training Service,
conditioner, good condition, one
Inc., 171 New Circle Rd., N.E.,
4:00
after
owner. Phone 753-4148
40505.
M17C Lexington, Kentucky
p.m.
M16C
ans.
veter
for
Approved
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

DARNELL S
FISH MARKET

Same Location

(OUR DORM
6ET5 ALL. THE
STRANGE
ONES I

WANTED SECRETARY-Typist,
shorthand preferred. Phone 753M18C
6102 or 753-4060.

Armstrong
Tires

FOR RENT

Super "H'PG"
Wide Tread

FRESH KENTUCKY
LAKE CATFISH DAILY!!

FURNISHED TRAILER, one
mile from Murray, $85.00 per
month. Water furnished. Phone
M18C
Cadiz,522-6332.

2-Ply Nylon
_ 2-Ply Fiberglass
Tubeless

UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom
rs
mowe
lawn
used
of
AND
NEW
North
miles
7
downstairs apartment, stove and
641 PET SHOP,
rs, for sale. All
refrigerator, convenient to
Murray, Irish Setter puppies, and tille
. Knight's Shop; 753hospital. 8th and Vine. Couple
Cocker Spaniel Puppies, Toy guaranteed
TFC
ies,
suppl
4035.
and
only. $65.00 per month. Phone 753Poodles, fish
M18C
9293.
hampsters and birds. Special on
or 114 JOHN DEERE,tractor and
862
753-1
e
Phon
0.
341.0
,
Neons
JunelIC mower. Excellent cOndition. 48"
NEW TWO bedroom brick
753-9457.
cut. See Howard Brandon or
apartment,dishwasher, disposal,
MUNC
FEDDERS AIR conditioner, phone 753-4383.
range, washer and dryer hook up.
14,000 BTU, couch and chair.
All carpeted. Central heat and
' GLASTRON Tr -Hull .boat F78X14 - $18.00 plus 82.52 F.E. air, large lot with garden spot.
2
/
Phone 753-6883-or 753-7947. M16NC 171
with 125 H.P. Evinrude . Boat, Tax
$125.00 per month. Phone 753-7550
and accessories. H78X14 -$19.00 plus $2.13 F.E.
r
an
traile
Germ
,
M22C
D
motor
ERE
IST
REG
after 5:00p.m.
'AKC
born Phone 753-4148 after 4:00 p.m.
Tax
puppies,
,Shepherd
Fully guaranteed against
February 19. Rin Tin Tin M17C
BEAUTIFUL VALARAH Lee
M16P
defects and road hazards.
897.
753-6
e
Phon
line.
blood
Apt., Unfurnished, 2 bedroom,
they
while
wall
BLAKEMORES STRAWBER- White or black
living room, kitchen, utility,
AKC REGISTERED white RIES, ready to pick. Tennessee last!
bath. Carpeted, air-conditioned,
old. beauties, ready about May 20.
Poodle, female, 10 months
dishwasher, refrigerator, stove,
.
House broken. Excellent pet for Pick your own, 25 cents a quart
garbage disposal. Across from
of
grown up or children. With Hoyt F. Adams, 4 miles west
Westview Nursing Home on S.
M19P
83.
way
753e
High
Highway 68 Benton, Ky.,i 16th St. Ph. 753-4974 or 753on
Phon
City
0.
Tri
$60.0
s,
paper
M16P
11122C 4155.
3865.
H.P.-32"
8
ER,
MOW
NG
TV
,
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ERA
RIG
D REF
COLLEGE FARM Strawberries. USE
6"
S
o console. Phone- 7534431 cut, 4 speed, ;329.95. -H.P.-2
AUCTION SALE
Bring container. Pick your own, stere
, $239.95. Briggs &
speed
2
M16C
cut,
out
25 cents quart. One mile
cales
Stratton engine. Roby
M16C
Auction
College Farm Road.
Auction
n, KenGROCERY ON one acre lot. Highway 68, Bento
M19C
Reasonable if sold at once. 3 tucky.
May 19, 1972, 7:30 p.m.
1971, 350 HONDA. Many custom miles South of Murray on HighM31C
Pugh's Grocery Building
parts. Excellent condition. Only way 641. Phone 753-7663.
M18C
Almo Heights, Kentucky
$700.00. Phone 753-9095.
items for consignment
Bring
Pick Your Own
MOTORCYCLES-1970 650 AIR CONDITIONER truck load
1:00-6:00 p.m., May 19 or
Call 753-8382 anytime.
Triumph and 1971 650 Triumph, sale, while they last. Thomas A.
1970 350 Bridgestone, 435-4895 Edison. 10,000 BTU, $161.88.
JOHN
RANDOLPH REALTY
Bring Your Containers
M22P 17,000 BTU, $186.88. 20,000 BTU,
after 3:30p.m.
&
AUCTION CO.
qt.
.50
s...$
Order
Will Take
$221.88. 23,000 BTU, $241.88.
1111 Syca
- more St.
4
,
or
,
ia
erobe
Sales
Sedal
chiff
of
2 miles S.
CHEST OF drawers,
26,000 BTU. $261.88. Roby
\hint\ I•,‘
753-8382
miles N. of 1.nnville
dining room suite, living room, Highway 68, Benton, Ken753e
M17C
Phon
or.
gerat
refri
suite and
tacky.
1TP
4858 after 5:00 p.m.
FOR SALE OR , TRADE
and
NEW PLY BriggsMOU TcI
ton
Strat
P
H
rs,5
01 11()LLY PARK 12'xG5'
RUBBER TIRED wagons and iiIlelei
with forward and reverse
low mileage, iiiobile home, unfurnished. Phone
350,
AHA
YAM
other farm tools. Walnut dining engine
1970
68,
way
Roby Sales, High
(lays 762-6280, nights: 753-9274.
serviced. Phone 753table, two yards by one yard 3139.95
Kentucky, phone 527- .dealer
n,
Bento
568.
TFC
492-8
MAC
See at 8 Riviera Courts. May 19NC
e
-Phon
wide
TFC 3597.
9368.
an
urant
AKC REGISTERED Germ
THREE BEDROOM trailer,
ENNIS SS di XB Resti
Shepherd puppies, $30.00 each. guest checks, sold at cost, $10.00
12'x72, all electric, fully carM18C
case
in
Sold
Phone 753-8351. .
).
petlad. Need to sell, will 9b11
books
I100
per case
s Office
cheap. Phone 492-881g. after 4:00"
lots only. Ledger & Time
Street.
M18C
Supply,103 North 4th
WANT TO BUY
TFNC

IF IT WAS YOU, DON'T' BE
AFRAID TO ADMIT T BOYIF A PERSON ADMITS HIS
MISTAKES NE FEELS
SETTER

cu:
no
Cu

TWO BEDROOM, 10' wide
trailer, excellent condition.South
16th Street. Couple only. $85.00
.
per month. Phone 753-9293. M18C,

Phone 753-3739

BLONDIE

al

nAGNES2 BET1Y, AND CARRY ARE HERE!"

2 Miles East on Highway 94
1
4/
141, JOE .. WHO'S YOUR FRIEND
WITH THE BLANKET'

PAGE

1

OUTSIE
2 galk
Hughes

NIWIN•=1

Wh

Roby Sales

THE PHANTOM
&BEAT BOATS THAT CARRY OIL
THREAIENED BY FIRE-- IF
THIS J1APPEI45, MANY MEN

tosE

THEIR
LIVES.

AUCTION

STRAWBERRIES
256 q

BEATLE B4,ILEY
THAT`6
EA411 FOR
TO SAY

I iSOT
FAT NAA.TcHERS'
BULL-Err, COOKE
030 ON TWE

you

Phone 328-8543
Jesse Jones

wJ

DIET IF YOE)

START

NANCY
WAIT TH ERE .--I'LL GET TWO
ICE -CREAM
CONES

ONE CHOCOLATE
CONE AND 'ONE
VANILLA

4,1

-<.E)
PLEASE TA)
'
THE MONEY
OUT OF
MY
POCKET--

-- IT'S THE
ONE WITH
PET
SNAKE
IN IT

MY

•

.„
1

mar - 4

LIU ABNER
Orr AWAY
(

FUPA HER OR
AP4'LL BELT

c --L I KE Lit WHIFFS o'SPAOKE25
CHoc Er-)7-'5 mEREI:i
S
SHE'
.
WIFE
LATE
mAH
OH,EF ONLY AI-1 -----\ V
(
So NEWAT
E.
HAD TH'6RUT
GHOST,5/4E DON'ISTREN'TH AH HAD
REELiZE HER
-4 WAS
WHEN At
PUNCHES IS NOWT)
ALIVE!!
i s-, --•

f-AN HAS!!-ME bbi-414 1-4.411.1'T SERIOUSLY
- '
DEAD?!

r

4'1
- ;-,

r--

used
WOULD LIKE to buy two
trailer,
y
utilit
small
and
les
bicyc
e 753one or two wheels. Phon
11.416C
8838.

Your -Own Good
Neighbor
Policy With

IT'S INEXPENSIVE to clean
rugs and upholstery with Blue
Lustre:- Rent electric shampooer
U. Big K. Belaire Shopping
M20('
Center.

r.
WANT TO BUY eamper traile
MI6C
249.
753-8
Please phone
REDUCE SAFE & fast with
se Tablets & E-Vap "water
Golie
tobacco
WANT TO BUY Burley
Holland Drug Store, 109
pills"
fired
MI71'
plants will buy or trade dark
4th.
South
492-8790
plants for them. Phone
M18C
after 6:00 p.m.
FOUR ROW spray for 4 rmt
corn drill. (7omplete with barrel'
y
hose, pump etc. 8 ft. Gand
of
pair
der,
sprea
fertilizer
cultivator hillers. J. C. Russell
MSC
phone 436-2149.
••

Wofflik
Ring
thBdi

SOLID MAHOGANY original
Hepplewhite coffee table, made
by graduate Mditstrial student at
MSU.Phone 753-7243. . . MI8C
SEARS COPPERTONE portable
dishwasher. Price $70.00. Phone
M181'
762-381:1 after 5 : 00 p.m.

Imem
FOR
PRO
THE
ON,
Al.A

CARD OF THANKS

SE:WS

We wish to express our sincere
thanks and deepest appreciation
lo our many friends, relatives.
and neighbors for their prayers,
their food. and the beautiful
'fli wers. and all acts of kindness
shown us during the illness and
death Of our loved one, Mrs.

FEN(.1‘14;
Oil
SALE
At Your
Local Catalog
Saks Office

ictsi in
Iciessa
We wish to extend

• ('hain Link
• Basket weave
• Board
'Nf' "('aTM
Eon!, Payntenl Plan
All Price, Catalog Sale Price.

Satisfaction Guarantrid
or Your Afoncy Bark

Sears
SEARS, ROEBUCK AND

3

Co.

Southside Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
Phone 75:1-2310

special
thanks to Dr. Mai-quart and all
other doctors who assisted in any
The nurses on second fliior
f Marra -Calloway County
llospital, the faint() of -Mrs.
Vine Waters, Rev. Heyward
I;oberts, the singers and the
11Ialock-Coleman Funeral Home.
AW N I;(id bless each one of you.
Mr. W. 11. Emerson arid
1TP
luldren.
- -Nova Scotia was 'first coloni7ed by the French. who called
It Acadie

41101MW
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.P.N., 3-11
and fringe
Contact
Mayfield
Ky. 42066
•
M27C
Salesman.
expenses.
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4:00 to 7:00
uesday only.
s Grable at
M16C
orker, year
Phone 489-

EN--Heavy
rs earn high
oo. Train on
propelled
, and Motor
unities in U.S.
for skilled
(606) 299-6912
wide Heavy
ing Service,
cle Rd., N.E.,
tucky 40505.
ans.
M16C
TARY-Typist,
ed. Phone 753M18C

RENT
RAILER, one
ay, $85.00 per
rnished. Phone
M18C
M, 10' wide
ondition. South
le only. $85.00
753-9293. M18C
TWO bedroom
ent, stove and
onvenient to
d Vine. Couple
onth. Phone 753M18C
edroom brick
asher, disposal,
d dryer hook up.
ntral heat and
'th garden spot.
Phone 753-7550
M22C
VALARAH Lee
, 2 bedroom,
itchen, utility,
air-conditioned,
rigerator, stove,
I. Across from
mg Home on S.
974 or 753M22C
ON SALE

AuctionTION
42, 7:30 p.m.
ocery Building
hts, Kentucky
for consignment
May 19 or
anytime.
11.13H REALTY
ION CO.
camore St.
753-8382

E OR TRADE
' PARK 12'xG5'
unfurnished. Phone
• nights: 753-9274.
a Courts. Mayl9NC
DROOM trailer,
lectric, fully carto sell. will gtII
492-883. after 4:00
MI8C
THANKS ._

express our sincere
eepest apprecialion
friends, relatives,
is for their prayers,
and the beautiful
all acts of kindness
ring the illness and
ir loved one, Mrs.
Two.
to extend special
• Marquart and all
s who assisted in any
wses on second floor
-Calloway County
w family of -Mrs.
'rs, Rev. Heyward
e singers and the
einan Funeral Home.
bless each (Inc of you.
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1TP
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NOTICE

NOTICE

SERVICES OFFERED

Begley's will fill all your

To Our Many Friends and
Customers ...
We Are Proud to Announce We Now
Have TWO T.V. TECHNICIANS, one of them
a CURT1S-MATHES SPECIALIST who can fix
anything that needs repair, whether a TV,
Stereo or 4.Transistorized Unit

AUTOS FOR SALE

GOT A SHAGGY DOG? Be proud
'of it again. All breeds groomed
Poodles clipped. Melody-Ayre
Kennels, near Kentucky Lake
901-247-3345.
M16C

•-•

Let us price your next one
and SAVE YOU MONEY.

.

AUTOS FOR SALE

1971

dmlio NNW

* 9,000 Miles
* 9 Months Old
* Excellent Condition

WU., 13ITEAK

gardens. Phone
-M1615

CUSTOM HAY baling. Phone 753Junel5C
8090.

* Powder Blue with Black Interior
1

INTERIOR EXTERIOR painting; any size job. All work
guaranteed. Use first quality
peed. Free estimate. Call Steve
Todd, 753-8495.
TFC

Our Sincere Thanks to our many friends and
customers for their patience_and patronage in us. We can
now give you the fastest, most reliable service on
Curtis-Mathes, plus any other brand.

•••••

SUPER BEETLE

DRIVEWAY SEALING Work
guaranteed. Fully 'insured. For
free estimate Phone 901-642-7113,
Paris, Tennessee or write Bill
Barnes & Son, Route 1
Springville,Tennessee
38256.
M19P

753-4937.

PLEASE NOTE:
Mr. Cecil Orten is no longer associated in
any way with the TV Service Center.

753-1916 •
•
•

•-•••--• • G..••-••
-• ••
•••••-•••AI ••

MI. OMNI

FURNITURE REFINISHING,
all work guaranteed. Free pick
up and delivery. Free estimate.
Antique or natural finish. Jerry
McCoy,753-3045.
June IC

Plus 50(
Kat mar 1st
Fe

Call

FOR SALE

PRESCRIPTIONS
WHOLESALE L
PRICES
at

yr

•

Only '1,800
Phone 753-6213 After 4:00 p.m.
.
•
•• • ••
. •

••• ••

O..
•••.••

1965 GTO BLACK with black
FOR RENT
interior, bucket seats and
753-6091
30/ N. 4th
automatic transmission. $450.00 FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
RADIO, TELEVISION.
Phone 753-9581.
M19C living room, kitchen, bathroom,
STEREO,CAR RADIO
with shower and bath. One or two
SALES/4 SERVICE
CENTRAL
SHOPPING
CENTER
.
)
Repair on small Appliances
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart1967 OPEL CADETTE. Good
ments, South 16th Street. Phone
mechanical condition. Clean.
753-6609.
MI9C
P
$695.00. Phone 753HOME REPAIRS. Drippingrice
Ml8P
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank faucet? Leaky Roof? Clogged 8324:
ONE BEDROOM furnished
NOTICE
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC sink or drain? Phone John the
apartment,
available Jtine 1. Two
1960
RAMBLER,
runs
good, new
Mr. Fix-It-Man, 753-5897 8:00
bedroom unfurnished apartment,
City of Murray business
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. or 753-7625 tires. If interested phone 753-5513 available
May 15.0ne efficiency
privilege and vehicle
May31C or see Henry Billington at Shiloh. apartment for
nights.
two boys,
licenses i city stickers) are
Price $200.04„.
MI8P
available
due. A 10 percent penalty
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
9741.
Car wash with any
M19C
will be added June 1, 1972.
also bank gravel, fill dirt and 1964 MERCURY COMET 4 door,
The City Clerk's office will
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354_8569, V8 automatic. Local car. Extra
fillup during the
FOUR BEDROOM house, furbe open each Saturday
354-8138, or 354-8161 after 6:00 clean. Low mileage. Phone 753- nished, near University. Boys
until noon through the
TFc
5924
or
month
753-1681.
of May.
M18C
only. Available Summer or
month of May.
Summer and Fall. Phone 753-3895
FOR A1,1. your home additions, 1971 TOYOTA COROLLA, green, or 753-3482.
M16C
low mileage,, economical. Extra
alterations remodeling etc
OUTSIDE LATEX house paint in WE STOCK wallpaper. Installed
to
apbe
clean.
seen
Must.
Free Estimates. Phone 7532 gallon coritainers, $12.00.. floor covering and carpets.
PRIVATE 10'x50' Mobile home.
1102 Chestnut
Murray
TFC preciate. Phone 753-8934 after Large lot, all electric. $70.00 per
6123.
Hughes Paint Store.
May29C Hughes Paint Store.
Try Us-You'll Like Us
-44
May 29C
M17C month. Also smaller
3:00 p.m.
trailer,
AUTOMOTIVE
$45.00 per month. Phone 489AIR
conALLSTATE INSURANCE ditioning,- rebuilt compressors, 1949 CHEVROLET PICKUP
2595
M16C
Company. See John Simpkins at Freon. R. C. Evans-Garage, 400 truck, in good condition, good
711 Main Street
Murray Sears Store on Wed- North 4th Street. Phone 753-6976 tires. Phone 753-8333.
Ml6P
Phone 753-9478
DUPLEX ON Monroe. Five
nesdays or phone Mayfield, 247- or 474-2748.
May72P,
rooms and bath, central heat and
7281.
M16C
1
WILL TUTOR children or keep REAL ESTATE FOR SALE air, carpet throughout, extra
,large master bedroom, range.
them in my home. Have
Days phone 753-3648 or 753-6202
brick.
bedroom
THREE
NICE
certificate.
teacher's
elementary
Stop by and let Tripp Williams and John Hodge
We can quickly fix
TFC
Mrs. Roy East, 1515 Sycamore, $2500.00 equity and assume loan, after 5:00 p.m.
one or 100
Phone
pay.
years
to
Murray.
M18P less than 10
assist you in all your Real Estate needs.
plates to go
TFC 1569 MOB1LE HOME, 12'x60',
492-8264.
Home Phones:
fully carpeted with 20,000 BTU
WANT YARDS to mow in anci-or
TRIANGLE INN
unand
around
Almo,
753-6654,
Ml8C NEWLY REDECORATED brick at-. conditioner
7534422
Tripp Williams
wore beautifully landscaped lot, derpenning. Located at Jim
--Wasber's, liullé South -of - 753-7620
Johtillodge
JOHN THE Mr. Fix-ft-Man. 1400 Johnson. Formal living
M17C
Kirksey. Phone 489-2321.
Home Repairs-electricial, car- room, paneled den, kitchen with
If You
large
bedrooms,
area,
two
dining
pentry,
roofing,
painting,
door
KELLY'S TERMITE And Pest ELECTROLUX SALES & SerTRAILERS AND apartments,
screens and plumbing. Call John beautiful bath, two separate
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky..
furnished. Both in Murray area.
C.M.
the Mr. Fix-It-Man, 753-5897 8:00 dressing tables, large utility and
13th Street. "Every day you Sanders phone
M20C
Phone 753-5490.
Phoneo.
382-2468, Farclosets,
carpet
in
garage.
Walk
WIN
a
ni
to
5:00
p.m or 753-7625
lay lets bugs have their
mington, Kentucky.
stove,
built-in
throughout,
TEC'
nights.
May31C
way.TFC
disposal, refrigerator and paved
MAILERS: we have some for
Before 5:00 p.m.
driveway. Phone 753-4445. M18C
NOTICE
sale also. See Brandon Dill after
Of
4:00 p.m. and all weekend at
Crime in the United States is on a steady increase. Your
TV -STEREO- TAPE PLAYER
BY OWNER: Three bedroom
Dill% Trailer Court at Murray
home could be broken into tonight! Protect against
brit& on well landscaped lot, 1617
Drive In Theater Entrance. TFC
unauthorized entry, burglary, and vandalism. Protect
Kirkwood.
living
-dining
Large
Between 6:00 p.m.
your family from personal attack.
room. Spacious kitchen with SIX ROOM house, ideal for small
7:00 p.m. In The
ADEMCO, the world's largest and most experienced
* Fast * Efficient * Guaranteed
built-in oven, range and dish- family. Available June 1st $80.03
manufacturer of alarm systems, offers you a variety of
washer. Carpeted throughout. per month. Phone 753-4331. M24C
Evening
home alarms designed especially for your protection
Utility and carport. Phone 753If you know your route
needs. Here is your chance to get full time protection at a
9331.
M19C EFFICIENCY ROOM with
boy's number, please call
price you can afford. For a free estimate contact your
him first. If you get no
private entrance and parking. local ADEMCO burglar alarm installer. He is prepared to
results then call John
Hazel,
Ky.
492-8812
Phone
OWNER: Three bedroom. Within walking distance of
BY
survey your home and recommend
Opens 7 a.m.
Pasco , Jr at the above
M17C
large family room, living room, campus. Call 753-1387.
FOR A QUALITY
the burglar alarm system best
number during the hours
baths,
134
room,
kitchen-dining
FOR
LOOK
PRODUCT
12th & Po lar Street
listed
suited for you, at no obligation.
utility room,carport, two storage
THE ADEMCO LABEL
GARAGE SALE, Thursday, • As of this date, May 13, I will
411111111111111111WEIMERMINIIIIMPINIF
buildings, patio, carpeted,
FOR RENT
ON ALL YOUR
.
Friday and Saturday, hipy iato, not be responsible for any debts
'central heat and air. Phone 753Floor buffer shampooer.
ALARM EQUIPMENT
19th and 20th from 9:0(a.m. till otherthan rny ovm.Rudy Duncan,
TIC
power saw, saucer, hedge
M16P
4:00 p.m. each day at 1696 Route 6, Murray, Ky.
trimmer, car buffer.
Keenland Drive. All sizes
PARCEL OF land in Hazel.
BILBREY'S. 210 Main.
clothing, drapes, household SPRING PAINTING-We have
Room for two or more houses or 4
ADEMCO
Phone 753-5617
items, patterns, toys, and Latex wall paint from $2.95 per
roc Si trailers. All utilities
miscellaneous items. Phone 753- gallon up. Hughes Paint
No. 12th Ext. 753-7100
available. Roadway out to State
29C
Store.
May
7295.
M20C
•
Line Road. Ph-one John B. VERY NICE Mobile home, three
McIntosh, Hazel. Kentucky 492- bedroom Expand°, air conOr
8792.
MI8P ditioned, one mile east on 121.
Call 436-5812 or 753-6044.
M17C
BY OWNER; three bedroom
Free
home, completely remodeled. AIR CONDITIONED apartment,
Trial
Utility room, hook-up for washer $65 per month, water paid, near
M20C
and
dryer. Close to downtown. university. Call 753-5043.
Storage, Cabins, Offices, Mobile Home Additions
Less than $10,000. Phone 753-316.1
No Foundation Required - Sizes 6x8' to 24x40'
after 5:00p.m.
M22C LARGE FURNISHED air conCompletely Assembled including floors, Aluminum Sidesvalls and Roof
ditioned one bedroom apartment.
PANELED TWO bedroom home All utilities paid. $75.00 per
floor iofsts, 16" apart mounted on 4)(6 penta-treated skids
One
Name
on Route 94 East. Newly painted. month. Available June 1, Phone
Corner property of 21 2 acres with 753-3143.
WIC
Per
Address
lots of fruit. City water. Phone
- 8P EXTRA NICE trailer, air con-1C1
Person 753-4541.
Telephone
damned, carpeted, color TV,
THREE BEDROOM brick home couple preferred. Phone 753-7358
Highway 94
with central heat and air, carpet after 4:00p.m.
TEC
throughout, built-in appliances,
Route 3 \ Murray, Ky.
blacktop drive with chain link NICE APARTMENTS; one
3 Mi. East of Murray
Pe
fence. In the city school district. bedroom furnished apartment
\ Telephone 753-3734 or 753-5693
Priced 19 sell Phone 753-4516 and twki bedroom unfurnished
on Hwy. 94
MURRAY, KY,
after
5:06p.m.
M18C apartnient. Phone 753-5079.. N1221'
•
vim

r

SMALL WORLD ELECTRONiCS I

I

Thank You,
Mr. and Mrs. Hafford James

TV Service Center

FREE!

Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-5865

ASTRO
CAR WASH

Who Is Protecting Your Family
While You're Away??

Guy Spann Real Estate
Branch Office

NOW OPEN

Miss Your Paper
753-1916

PROTECT YOUR FAMILY AND
PROPERTY FROM INTRUDERS!

EXPERT
REPAIR SERVICE
DISCOUNT SEWING and
STEREO CENTER

Efectro Sentry
Co.

753-7278

STARKS
HARDWARE

."---FREE!! With This her"
One
Visit To
One

Sturdi - House Portable Buildings

SHAPEMAKERS
HEALTH CLUB

SHAPEMAKERS
REDUCING TREATMENT
Phone 753-2962
For Your Appointment

Darnell Marine Sales

makers
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President Announces
Connally Resignation

Dr. John F. Rose Granted
Doctor, Medicine Degree

WASHINGTON(AP)--:President Nixon made a surprise
personal announcement today
that Secretary of the Treasury
John B. Connally-"a tower of
strength for the President"-is
resigning.

agency's deputy director, Caspar Weinberger.
Connally said politics didn't
figure in his decision to leave
the Cabinet after 18.,months.
Asked what role he might
play in the fall election camNixon told newsmen at the paign, he replied, "I don't
White House that he will no(niHe has been the only Demonate George P. Shultz, former
secretary. of Labor and cur- crat in President Nixon's Cabirently director of the Office of net. •
Although Connally declared
Management and Budget, to
that "I have no political aspirasucceed Connally.
To take over from Shultz at tions and no particular ambiOMB, Nixon will name the tions," he declined to rule out
the possibility that he might answer the call should Nixon ask
him to be his vice presidential
running mate this year.
(Continued from Page 1)
The departing Treasury chief
Bremer moved into the apart- said he didn't think such an ofmeet from his farma's South fer would he forthcoming and
Satio.horuilaitliar: Naiajiaoga.kassertea. 'Taiin.1 _want to
said he dropped from sight gage in that type of speculaabout a month ago.
bon."
Bremer's truck driver father,
Connally served as secretary
William, 58, said his son had of the Navy under President
"never mentioned anything po- John F. Kennedy, resigning to
lltical," but he said he had run for the governorship of
learned that his son was a Texas. While serving as gover"dues-paying member of the nor he was wounded by the as12th Ward Democratic unit."
sassin who killed President
Notebooks found in the apart- Kennedy, Nov. 22, 1963.
ment included one with the
words "Cheer up, Oswald" in
large print. Then, in smaller
print, were the words "white
collar conservative ... middle
class Republican ... suburbanite robot."
Members of Bremer's famiMrs. Raymond
Allene
ly-who hadn't seen him since Hammond of Jackson, Tenn.,
he moved to the apartment in daughter of Rev. G. C. Fain of
October-described him as Murray, died Monday at eleven
"shy and timid," and they ex- a.m, at a Jackson hospital. She
pressed disbelief that he could was 53 years of age and her
have been involved in the death followed an extended
shooting.
illness.
We could never talk to
Survivors are her father, Rev.
him," said a younger brother, Fain of Murray; one daughter,
Roger, 18. "We never knew Mrs. Vincent Mac Manus of Salt
much about him." Roger said Lake City, Utah; one son, Galen
his mother, Sylvia, 57, had Hammond, Jackson, Tenn.;
tried to visit Arthur at the five
grandchildren. Her
apartment but he "slammed husband, Raymond Hammond,
the door in her face."
died twenty-one years ago.,
Among the items found in the
Graveside services will be
apartment were two boxes of held Wednesday at two p.m. at
shells-one containing 21 .38- the Ridgecrest Cemetery,
caliber shells, the other 23 9mm Jackson, Tenn.
The Griffin
cartridges-and seven targets, Funeral Home of Jackson,
as well as some gun maga- Tenn., is in
charge of the
zines.
arrangements.

Bremer ...

Rev. Fain's
Daughter Dies

•••%‘.
••••

4.

New officers and Board of Directors of the Quota Club were installed by Lillie Ruth Ridgeway, of the Paris, Tenn., Quota Club.
Seated,left to right,are Mildred Stalls,treasurer; Earleen Doran,first vice; Helen Spann, president; Martha Guier, corresponding
secretary; Mary Broeringmeyer, recording secretary. Board members staadiag left, to right, are Marjorie Crawford, Ruth
Blackwood, Pauline Jones, Heloise Roberts, retiring president, Marjorie &matDunn standing in for Gaynelle Williams who was
•
unable to attend, Annie J. Nance,and Mrs. Ridgeway.
(Love photo

Calloway
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will also play for the
processional
the
and
recessional. The Combined
Choruses will sing "Thanks Be
To Thee" by Handel.
David Wyatt, senior class
vice-president, will give the
invocation and benediction.
Johnd Stockdale, senior class
presideriC- -wIll— gtve thewelcome, and Miss Rhonda
Black, class historian, will
present "Moments of Reflection."
Kathryn Hardie,
Miss
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Hardie, will give the
valedictory address, and Miss
Phyllis Beach, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Edwin Beach. will
give the salutatory address.
The presentation of awards
and diplomas will be by Supt.
William B. Miller, Principal
Crittenden,
Howard R.
Chairman of the Board, Billy
Joe Stubblefield, and ViceChairman Calvin Key.
Members of the class are as
follows:
Earl Franklin Adams, Sue
LEXINGTON, Ky. AP i-A Stanford University professor has
said much student protest represents a move toward greater Ann Adams, Jerry Linn
public control of university activities and policies. Dr. Lewis Adams, Reba Sharon Ahart,
Mayhew said college and university faculties "became almost Jadortna R. Allen, Andrew M.
self-governing and self-perpetuating during the last two Armstrong, Kerry W. Baker,
C.W. Bazzelk. Donnie Keith
-Much student protest and much political backlash against Beach, Phyllis Kaye Beach,
higher education represented awkward efforts for laymen to,. Barbara Kay Bean, Carol
Everlyn, Begley.
regain some degree of control," he said.
Mayhew's comments Monday came at a symposium on higher
Rhonda Gayle
Black,
education at the University of Kentucky.
Victoria Bolen, Don Boren,
LEBANON JUNCTION, Ky. AP(-James Biszmaier, 7, of David Kent Bucy, Tonya Gail
Jeffersontown, missing since Sunday afternoon, was asked when Bucy, Clinton Michael Burchett, Carol Diane Burkeen,
found unhurt what he did all night.
"I slept," he said, adding that he'd seen two snakes, but wasn't Dennis B. Burkeen, Randy K.
Burkeen, Teresa Carol Byerly,
scared.
He said he was glad all the people came to look for him, but was Freda Brandon Carraway, Jo
bothered by the helicopters from Ft. Knox and the Jefferson Aim Chaney,
Rebecca Jean Chaney,
County Police Department because,"one of them shined a light in
Michael D. Coleman,Freda Joy
my eyes."
More than 400 persons, including a company from Ft. Knox, Colson, Rita Joyce Colson,
joined in the search for the boy in a wooded area near Lebanon Marsha Conley, Steven Eugene
Junction. He was found Monday afternoon by Bullitt County Courtney, Pamela Ellen
Jailer Billy Shepherd, Leland-Cundift and Joe Mooney of Crabtree, Larry Crank, Mary
Alice Crawford, John J. DarShepherdsville.
nall, Carla Elkins. Darnall,
LOUISVILLE, Ky.( AP)-At the end of a 500-mile bicycle trip Sharon Kay Davis,
Jimmy Dodson,
Blaine
from Catlettsburg in Eastern Kentucky to Miller on southwest
corner of the state, Sandy Hokensmith said the tour had value as a Donelson, Jacqueline Dunlap,
Daniel d. Eck, Barbara J.
fact-finding mission.
The Democratic condidate for the U.S. Senate said he found the Eldridge, Merry Ann Evans,
most people "have lost faith in elected officials" and are Margaret Emerson Fain,
suspicious of cand dates "packaged" in high-rpriced campaigns. Daniel Feagin, Sandy Forrest,
Hockensraith spoke out against strip mining, and said the "big Patricia Foy, Linda Kay
money?' candidates Should "get Out_ of their $500,000 private -Futrell, Vickie Gsmible,• Sharon Lee Gibson, William
planes and helicopters,'but a 850 bike, and get to know the
David Ginn, Curtis' Gipson,
people."
Barbara Faye Greene', Patricia
Ann' dreer Winchester, Joel
Griffin, Sheila Grogan, Rondal
Guthrie, 'David Carl Hall,
SAIGON AP i -American fighter-bombers wtecked North Kathryn Hardie, Sandra
Vietnam's air defense headquarters on the southern edge of Hanoi Hargrove, Freddie Higgins„
Dwight Holden, Kathy
and cut the main pipeline feeding tanks and supply trucks on the
northern front in South Vietnam, the U.S. Command announced Hopkins, Donnie Hudson,
Robert Hurt, Kathy Jacksoti,
today.
But spokesmen said that the effects of the aerial campaign on a • bbie Johnson,i Izetta Jones,.
the enemy offensive in the south would not be know - for at least 30 Rhonda Jones, Gail Kemp
'Crouch, Katie Kemp, Doris
days.
Kimbro. Kathy Kimbro,
WASHINGTON t AP)-The Senate votes today on adding to an
Michael Kirks, Judy Knott,
end-the-war amendment a provision with one of President Curtis Lamb,Lori Lax,Frances
Nixon's conditions for a total U.S. troop withdrawal an in- Lee, Randy Lee, Edith ljtternationally supervised ceasefire.
chfield, Cathy Lockhart,
The original amendment would cut off appropriations for U..S, Christie Lockhart, Cathy
forces in Indochina four months after American prisoners were LeVeit, Vickie Ragsdale
released by Hanoit The new provision would require an in
Oak Ihane Majors, Ste;an
ternationally supervised cease-fire before money could be Diane McCann,
withheld.
Randy McClure, Debbie
Miller, Tom Miller, Sherry
SAN JOSE, Calif. ( AP1-The prosecution has ended its case
Mitchell, Gary Mofiler, Sandra
against Angela Davis with details of the black militant's loVe for Moody,[Jimmy Morris, James
convict-author George Jackson. The defense says it will ask today Danny 'Morton, James Ray
for her acquittal on murder,kidnap and conspiracy charges.
Murdock, Michael Nance, Andy
Prosecutor Albert Harris, Jr., completed the state's case by Newsome, Sherrie Normand,
reading jurors a heavily edited version of Miss Davis'love diary.
Keith NorSworthy, Nancy
In all, the prosecution case took seven weeks Ind involved 95 Osborn, Dickie Ov.erby, Patty
witnesses nd more than 200 pieces of evidence.
Page, Jeannie Parker, Mark
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The University of Louisville
School of Medicine, has announced the granting of the
Doctor of Medicine degree to
John Fair Rose, son of Mr. and
Rose, 1603
Mrs. Allen
Keeneland, Murray.
Dr. Rose is a member of the
First Baptist Church in Murray
and graduated from Murray
High School in 1964 where he
ranked 5th in the class of 109
students. While attending
Murray High School he was
class president all four years
and named to the National
Honor Society, selected as Best
All-Around Boy and received
the Senior Excellence Award.
He was a Hi-Y officer, member
of the Library Club, Mixed
Chorus and participated in the
Quad-State Music Festival.
-A letterinaii in baseball,
basketball and football all four
years, Rose was named AllWest Kentucky Conference and
All-State center in football and

Helen Spann Installed President
As
Murray Quota Club At Meeting

Paschall, Mike Paschall,
Debbie Peal, Lisa Perrin, Dale tif
Phillips, Susan Pierce Belcher,
The Quota Club of Murray
Susan Pigg,
Billy Potts, Gary Potts, Judy held its installation of officers
Prescott, Earl Pritchett, Laura and Board of Directors at the
Todd Price, Robert Proctor, luncheon Meeting held May 9 at
John Pruitt, Tarea Roach, Billy the Triangle Inn.
Mrs. Lillie Ruth Ridgeway of
Roberts, Debbie Rogers, Barry
-Rose, Pat R6s8:- the-Paris; Tenn., Quota Club
Darrell Russell, Bobby Rye, conducted the installation
Joseph Scott, Laura Sills, during which she emphasized
Myron Smith, Ronda! Smith, the real meaning of Quota-To
emphasizing
efRodney Stallons, Nancy Gail share,
Steele, James Don Stewart, fectiveness, energy, and
Johnny Stockdale, Bill Stock- willingness to make decisions
well, Deborah Stom,
with wisdom and understanding
Annette Strode;--- Glenda self and others. She also said
Stubblefield, Patricia Tabers, that every Quotarian should see
James Thompson, Kathy herself as a builder and
Thompson Lyons, Randy maintainer of the Quota Code of
Thurmond, Wanda Todd, Jerry Ethics in that of quenching
Don Tucker, Randy Tucker, one's heart of all selfishness,
Doris Turner, Billy Usrey, unfolding the true joys of
Tommy Vance,
friendship to others and to
Gary Ward, Carla Watkins, always have open minds to a
Wayne Watkins, William David
West, Louie Williams, Jr., Toy
Williams, Randy Windsor,
Danny Earl Wyatt, John David
Wyatt, Edna_Yeager Coles, and
Sandra Orfen Robertson.

sciences society.
As a member of Sigma Chi
fraternity he served as vice
president, president and pledge
trainer and received the
Balfour Province award as
being the most representative
undergraduate in the Kentucky
Province of Sigma Chi
Fraternity.
Dr. Rose will serve his internship in Louisville General
Hospital and plans to specialize
in internal medicine.

Ralph Suiter
Dies Suddenly
Word has been received pf the
death of Ralph Suiter who died
via— stricken with a heart attack at,
his home in Monongah, West
Virgnia, and died enroute to a
hospital there.
Suiter was the son to the late
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Suiter of
Calloway County. He LI survived by his wife, Mrs. Vera
Suiter of Monongah, West Va.;
one son, Ralph D. Sinter and one
granddaughter, of Ohio; one
sister, Mrs. Hafford (Nellie)
Rogers of Murray Route Seven;
several nieces and nephews
including Andy Rogers and/
Mrs. (Judy Fitts of Murray.
Funeral and burail services
will be held at Monongah, West
Virginia, Friday morning. Mr.
and Mrs. Hafford Rogers and
Mr and Mrs. Andy Rogers will
leave Wednesday morning to
"Wend the servicei.

better understanding of service.
New officers are Helen
Spann, president; Earleen
Doran, first vice-president;
Martha Guier, corresponding
secretary; Mary
Broeringmeyer, recording
secretary; Mildred Stalls,
Dr. John Fair Rose
treasurer. Marjorie Shroat
Dunn stood in for Gaynelle received the Hustler Award in
Williams,
second
vice- basketball. The Murray Rotary
president, who was unable to
Club made him recipient of its
attend.
Outstanding High School Senior
Board members are Marjorie award.
Crawford, Ruth Blackwood,
He received the Bachelor of
The funeral for Mrs. Tressa
Pauline Jones, Annie J. Nance, Science degree from Murray
A.Steely has been scheduled for
and Heloise Roberts. Each of State University in 1968 and was
Wednesday at 1:30 p.m. at the
the officers lighted a candle, listed in "Who's Who Among chapel
of the Max Churchill
symbol of Quota-Spirit of Students in American Colleges Funeral
Home with Bro. Roy
Service.
and Universities". While at Beasley officiating.
The newly installed president, Murray State he was Freshman
Pallbearers will be Josiah
Mrs. Spann, is a graduate of Class president, student Darnall,
Gene Jones, Edgar
College High School and atorganization
representative, Rowland, James Thurmond,
tended Murray State University "Man on Campus", and Harry
Russell, and Earl Nanny.
receiving a Legal Secretaries
member of Beta Beta Beta,
Interment will be in the
Association Certificate. She is national honorary biological Maplewood Cemetery
at
secretary to Robert 0. Miller,
Mayfield
with
the
County Judge and County Atarrangements by the Max
torney, and member of Tau Phi
Churchill Funeral Home where
Lambda WOW Sorority and
friends may call.
Secretaries
National
Mrs. Steely, age 77, died
Association (International
Monday at 8:45 a.m, at the
She resides with her husband,
(Continued from Page 1}
The death of Hubert Hopson Westvievr Nursing Home. She
P&L Ullie Russell of Murray Dale D. Spann, and son, Rickie
of St. Louis, Mo., occurred on Was a member of the SeVenth
and lodged on his Vine, caw- Route Six succumbed this
Minerva
at
Spann,
805
Dale
lag damage to the spinal cord. morning
Monday at 5:15 a.m. at the St. and Poplar Church of Christ and
at 7:05 at her home. Place, Murray.
Louis City Hospital. He was 56 had been the bookkeeper at the
--baile"as-4eft- ilk--thaugh-,--Her- death at the age Of-Outgoing officers are Heloise--"years at age.
Dr. Schanno said it might be -followed
--Murray Lun
—iber Company
an extended illness': Roberts, president, but will
taken out later. Bullets also
Graveside services will he before her retirement.
The deceased is survived by remain on the active Board of
pierced Wallace's right fore- her husband,
Surviving relatives include
W. Y. Russell of Directors, Marjorie Crawford, held at the Evans Cemetery in
arm,grazed the back of his left
Murray Route Six; father, first vice-president; Inez Jones, Calloway County on Thursday one step daughter, Mrs. Nellie
shoulder blade and grazed his
at 2:30 p.m. with the Max Wilford of Akron, Ohio; two
Gatlin Rowland of Cash, Ark.; second
vice-president; Churchill Funeral Home in stepsons,
upper right shoulder.
Curtis Overby of
daughters,
tlio
Mrs. Freeman( Gaynelle Williams, recording
"I think the governor is going
Elaine) Johnson of Hazel Route secretary; Ruth Blackwood, charge of local arrangements. Sedalia and Dr. Will Frank
to make a recovery," Schanno
The funeral services will be Steely of Fort Thomas; one
One and Mrs. Donald (Sue) treasurer.
said. "Now, what disability he
Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. at niece, Mrs. Robert J. Allen of
held
Siam of 223 South Ilth Street,
has as a result of his wounds is
the McLaughlin Funeral Home, Pala Alto, California; several
Murray; one stepdaughter,
difficult to evaluate at this
St. _Louis, Mo.
step grandchildren; several
Miss Jimmie Russell of
time. We're all very optimistic
step
Hopson
survived
is
by
his
great grandchildren.
Memphis, Tenn.; two sons,
at this point."
mother, Mrs. Louie Hopson,one
Henry Ford Russell of Turlock,
Wallace's wife, Cornelia, said
daughter, Mrs. Margaret Ann
California, and Boyce Wesley
early today, after her husband
Cheek:Mee sisters, Mrs. Mary
Russell of Murray Route Five;
Fuileral services for Floyd Bell Williams, Mrs. Adell Arhad come through five hours of
one stepson, Newt Russell of Cunningham, age 45, were held
surgery, that she is optimistic.
nold, and Mrs. Eula Green,four
(Continued from Page 1(
Madison Heights, Mich.
Monday at 2:30_ p.m • at the brothers, Jack, Jill, Eron, and
"As you know, his nature, he
Also surviving are three chapel of the Max Churchill
didn't earn the title of the
Charles Hopson, all of St. Louis, about ready to cut it oursetf-trrsisters, Mrs. Johnny Walker of Funeral Home with Bro. Bobby
'fighting little judge' for nothMo. Ikeal first cousins stir- front,of the house, after having
Little
North
Rock,
Ark.,
Mrs. Joe Sims officiating.
ing, and I expect him to continviving are Mrs. Rosezella convinced ourselves several
Mary Strickland of ,El Paso,
Pallbearers were Junior Outland, Mrs. Gill Hopson,
ue in the same vein."
Taz hills that it did not look so bad.
Texas, and Mrs. Addle Garrison, Wayne Garrison,
Spokesmen said Wallace
Hopson, Mrs. Eva Hjort, and It did of course but you know
Thomspoa
of
Waldenlaprg,
Paul,Wayne Garrison, Mason Mrs. Patye Overcast.
plans to continue his campaign,
how people rationalize.
twV half sLers, Mr
Canady, Mike Cunningham, and
even If he doesn't regain use of
Arlene Colenian As,Nwport, Hal Cunningham., ,Burial was.A.m
After praisingtrnoke Trees In
his -leg& &hetet° Pointed out Ark., and li.
-Daisy Wei/a "in de
i' Rim -Grove Cernerery
that Presittent . Franklin D. st.
other-People's yarkfor some
Charles, Mo.; two half ^alwith the arrangements by the
Roosevelt had beep a wheel- bathers,
years, we must now say that .
Dale Reiland of Max Churchill Funeral Home. e•
chair cripple during his years
ours is prettiest of all. Not
Tuckerman,
W.
and
Ark.,
L.
Sunday
Cunningham expired
in the White House.
because it is prettier, mind you,
.
Nixon offered Wallace the 1 'Rowland of Newport, Ark.; at 12:30 a.m. at the Murraybut
merely because we put it
Mrs.
Maude
Sexton
twenty-eight grandchildren; Calloway County Hospital after
presidential suite at Walter thirteen great
out. That makes sense.
Thomason,
mother
of
Elbert
grandchildren.
struck
when
suffering injuries
Reed. •
seill,sim
l w a
- ofMthrs..RRuussse
by a car •en U.S. Highway 641 Thomason of Murray, died
Thanks to Mrs. Jewell Mc"I am very happy and I feel
Chapel United North near Almo Heights on Monday at 7:15 a.m. at the
very good that he is alive," methodist church.Shames born
Livingston County Rest Home. Callon for the nice bouquet.
Saturday at 1:25 p.m.
Mrs. McCallen and her
Mrs. Wallace said, "that he has June 23, 1907,
in Calloway
The deceased was bornApril She was 75 years of age and a daughters Marylin,
.a sound heart and a sound
Martha and
County and was the daughter of 12, 1927, in Calloway County. residentsil_Smithland_
brain and all his vital organs Gatlin Rowland of Cash, Ark.,
The deceased was a *charter Marg et mitre bouquets eachHis father was the late Ivan H.
are solid. 1 couldn't thank God
member of the First Baptist year to shut-ins, and the rest
,id Howlett Cunningham. and the late Mai
homes. The flowers all come
more."
Rowland.
Survivors are his mother, Church, Smithland, where from the
Mrs. Wallace had said earlier
garden of her parents.
9F:
wul era
nd.I services.- have been MrsrAllie Cunningham of Almo funeral services will be held
Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Cleaver. A
outside the operating-room door scheduled for Thursday at two
Wednesday
at
two
p.m.
with
Route One; two daughters, Mrs.
nice gesture from some nice
that her husband had no -feeling • p.m. at the chapel
-of the
Glenn and Miss Rev. G.O. Cavanah and Rev. people.
below the waist. Dr. James G. Churchill Funeral Home Mali • Bobbie Sue
We know all the folks
with ,Joyce Ann Cunningham, and R.J. Burpoe officiating.
who received them appreciated
Galbraith, head of the neuroloGrandsons
will
serve
follow
as it.
one granddaughter, Miss Angie
gical department at the Univer- , c
burial
emeaery.Fri
to Friends
in may
the Fmse
call att Loraine Glenn, all of Ypsilanti, pallbearers. Friends may call
sity of Alabama, said the goyat the 'Small -Funeral Home, - Both Jerry Rubin and
home after 3:30 p.m. Mich.
u1es
thecusitcT
ra
Abbie
ernor is paralyzed in both lowSmithland.
Hoffman have endorsed Senator
er extremities.
FINED IN PADUCAH
Survivors are her husband, McGovern in his bid for
the
"The outlook cannot he preKenneth Dale Duncan of V.F. Thomason; daughter, Mrs. presidency. Both
are Yippie
dicted but it is not favorable."
OPEN HOUSE
Murray, Joe N. Burnett of Jean Belcher of Smithland; leaders and
both appear to need ,
G
unaulb
sura
ailthto sgaeitd.,0-1•TIltpltw
Open house will be held by St. Kirksey Route One, and James four sons, Edward Thomason of a
.teourl(
(.,
1 ,Ili.
c
bath very badly.
Leo's Cooperative Preschool Hardeman Nix of Murray were Lebanon, Tenn., William
ery under these circ UM- tonight(Tuesday)at seven p.m. each fined 828.50 and costs on Thomason of London,
Ky.,
Oh yeah, the Iris in the
stances."
at Gleason Hall, North 12th charges of speeding in the Wayne (Coot) Thompson of bouquets
given out by Mrs.
Early today. doctors S4.ild - • Street. The public is invited to McCracken County Court on Smithland,
and
Wallace was alert, awake and attend anti to note the change -Monday,aceordinglethe wart Thomason of Murray Elbert McCallon are .called Licorice
; thirteen Stick Iris and tome from the
making progress "as well as .. from the'time previously an- published in the Paducah Sim- grandchildren;
six great garden about one and one-half
\we can expect.".
Democrat,
grandchildren,
"raced'
miles south of Dukedom.

Wallace ...

Funeral Wednesday
At Funeral Chapel
For Mrs. Steely

Death Claims
Mrs. Russell
This Morning

Hubert Hopson
Dies Monday

Floyd Cunningham
Rites Held Monday
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